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ABS1RACT 
This paper is a preliminary version of a review of the results obtained 

by the authors and their collaborators which mainly concern problems of quan
tum electrodynamics with the pair-creating external field. 

In this paper the Furry picture is constructed for quantum electrody
namics with the pair-creating external field. It is shown, that various Green 
functions in the external field arise in the theory in a natural way. Special 
features of usage of the unitarity conditions for calculating the total pro
babilities of transitions are discussed. Perturbation theory for determining 
the mean electromagnetic field is constructed. Effective Lagrangians for pair-
-creating fields are built. One of possible ways to introduce external field 
in quantum electrodynamics is considered. 

All the Green functions arising in the theory suggested are calculated 
for a constant field and a plane wave field. For the case of the electric 
field the total probability of creation of pairs from the vacuum accompanied 
by the photon irradiation and the total probability of transition from a 
single-electron state accompanied by the photon irradiation and creation of 
pairs are obtained by using the formulated rules for calculating the total 
probabilities of transitions. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Настоящая статья является предварительным вариантом обзора результатов 

авторов и их соавторов по проблемам квантовой электродинамики во внешнем 
поле, рождающем пары. Для таких полей построена картина Фарри. Показано, v-
естественнчм образом в теории возникают различные функции Грина, для которь 
нами построена полная система уравнений. Получена диаграммная техника для 
нахождения среднего поля. Подробно обсуждаются условия унитарности. Найден 
эффективный Лагранжиан для полей, рождающих пары. Все функции Грина, возникаю
щие в теории, вычислены в постоянном поле, в поле плоской волны и в их комби
нации. 

Эффективность предложенной теории продемонстрирована на примерах вычисле
ний различных эффектов во внешнем поле, рождающем пары. 

KIVONAT 
Ez a közlemény a kvantum elektrodinamika keretén belül a külső téren va

ló párkeltés problémájával foglalkozik. Furry-képben előállítjuk a Green-függ-
ványeket és perturbáci6számitással meghatározzuk az átlagos elektromágneses 
teret. Ezután megadjuk a párkeltő terek effektív Lagrange-függvényét. A külső 
terek kvantum elektrodinamikába vf.ió bevezetésének egy lehetséges módját is 
javasoljuk. Homogén és síkhullám külső tér esetére a javasolt elmélet összes 
Green-fügovényeit és különböző átmeneti valószínűségüket kiszámítunk. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the recent years the growing interest is attached 
to the problems of quantum electrodynamics(QED/ with intense 
electromagnetic field* To eome extent this interest is due to 
the achieving of strong fields in experimental conditions, fur
ther growtlt of the laser intensities and recognition of some si
tuations in astrophysics where the values of the effective fields 
are tremendous, indeed. This interest is also provoked by the 
existence of analogies with problems in gravitation and in gauge 
theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking. In this connection 
solving of similar problems in QED may be thought of as, in a way, 
the first step in solving these problems in the mentioned theories. 
Finally, result* for specified problems in QED with intense electro
magnetic field are important for checking of its validity in the 
extreme domains of parameters and undoubtly are of general scientific 
value. 

In the present paper we will consider special features of 
constructing of QED formalism, which are connected with the pos
sibility of particle creation in an intense electromagnetic field, 
and also clarify various aspects of the external field conception 
in QED. 

Thus, if one discusses problems of QED with an intense elec
tromagnetic field in the frame of QED with an external field, 
then one of the most important is here the problem of how to keep 
exactly the interaction with the external field to all the ordere 
of perturbation expansion. This problem has been investigated 
weel, for instance, l'or the spinor or scalar charged fields in
teracting with the external electromagnetic field (Feynman, 1949; 
Schwinger, 1951; 1954 a,b). During the recent years the growing 
interest is attached to it due to the examination of processes 
of particle creation from the vacuum by the external field both 
in electrodynamics and in gravitation (flikishov, 1969» 1972; Popov, 
1971; Bagrov, Gitman, Schwartsman, 1975, 1976; Sexl, Urbantke, 1969; 
Hawking, 1975; Grib, Mostepanenko, Frolov, 1972, 1976, Parker, 1976; 
Frolov, Gitman, 1978). For the total QED of the interacting quanti
zed epinor and electromagnetic fields a consistent consideration of 
the perturbation theory when keeping exactly the external field is 
fulfilled (see more detail Ritue 1979) only for the fields which do 
not product pairs (?urry,195l). The restrictions on the field nature 
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arise in the starting Furry approach, in particular, due to the 
fact that in accordance with Furry the particle and antiparticle 
creation and annihilation operators are built with the aid of tha 
solutions of the Dirac equation in the external field. For the 
pair-creating fields there are, however, no such solutions, 
whioh may be put into correspondence to particles or antipartic-
les at all the time-moments* In Chapter I of the present paper 
we have discussed the generalisation of the Furry picture to pair-
creating fields (see also Gitman, 1977; FradfcLn, Gltman, 1978)« 
In particular, a method of constructing of the vacua for the ini
tial and final states in an intense external field is given here; 
perturbation theory with respect to the radiative iteraction is 
built with the aid of the Wick's technique generalization, wich 
is written out in appendix A; the quantum field representation 
for the electron propagator in the external field anf its repre
sentation over the solutions of the Dirac equation are obtained; 
at the same time a consistent description is given of all the 
zeroth order vdth respect to the radiative interaction processes 
for an arbitrary pair-creating external field. The unitarity con
ditions are analysed for the case under consideration, and it is 
shown (see also Fradkin, Gltman, 1978; Gavrilov, Gitmen, Shwarts-
man, 1979) that in the relatione similar to the optical theorem 
the usage of the two types of electron propagators Is essential« 
In accordance with these results for the pair-creating fields 
there arises the necessity to distinguish, for example, the two 
types of mass operators, the one of which discribes radiative 
corrections to the scattering processes and the second one is 
connected with the total probability of irradiation from a sing
le-electron state* 

In Chapter II an attempt is made to treat some problems of 
QED with the intense electromagnetic field. The matter is that 
the applicableness of QED with the external field is connected 
with a number of implicitly made assumptions* Firstly it Is sup
posed that the real electromagnetic field in the problem may be 
identified with some external field which is given beforehand and 
does not depend on the processes proceeding in the system. Second
ly the belief exlste that we get. by Introducing in the Lagrangian 
the interaction with such external field in the usual way, a the
ory in which the calculation of the radiative corrections makes 
sense to arbitrary order, moreover the accuracy of the theory 
Itself will not be exceeded. Meanwhile the radiative corrections 
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can contribute sufficiently in the case of large energy and in
tense fields and change considerably the primary given field. 
The proof of the second one from the above mentioned assumptions 
is also unknown. Therefore the approach based on the external 
field conception requires, undonbtly, a consistent formal sub
stantiation, establishing of the bounds of its applicableness 
and ascertaining of the sense of the external field being intro
duced. The one of the possible ways to clarify the indicated 
questions is to start with QED without external field and under 
one or another assumption "derive" formally the QED with the ex
ternal field from it. On following this way we have obtained so
me results Thus, in Sec.I of Chapter II the vacuum, initial and 
final states are built under the condition that there is an in
tense luean electromagnetic field in the system. It is shown, how 
the problem reduces to the solving of a problem In the external 
field. 

Here the problem of determining of the exact mean electromag
netic field in the system proved to be, in connection with the 
questions discussed, highly important. In Sec.2 of Chapter II we 
have constructed the generating functional which enables to ob
tain the exact mean field when arbitrary initial states are cho
sen. Its representation, equivalent to the perturbation theory 
with respect to the radiative Interaction by the exact keeping 
the interaction with the initial mean field and external current, 
is given. We succeeded, by introducing matrix propagators which 
are composed from a whole number of propagators in the external 
field, in giving to the obtained theory the Feynman form. The 
effective lagrangian for the exact mean field is constructed» 

In Sec.3 of Chapter II the perturbation theory for matrix 
elements of processes is being constructed rnder the assumption 
that an intense electromagnetic field is present in the initial 
and final states and the system interacts in addition with an 
Intense external current , the latter being related to the par
ticles which are, in some approximation, external with respect. 
to QED. When dola* *o the generalisation of the Wick technique 
to unstable with respect to the particle creation vacuum is used 
essentially. 

At last, transitions into the final states, for which the mean 
field Is defined as the zeroth-order approximation for the exact 
mean field at the final time-moment with respect to the radiati-
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те interaction, are considered apart. It is shown that in tbie 
case the perturbation expansions for matrix elements of transi
tions coincide completely with the perturbation expansions in 
Furry approach to QED with the external field, equals to the mean 
field of the zeroth order approximation. In our opinion, this 
statement may be the basis for one of the possible interpreta
tions of QED with the external field. 

In appendix A we give the generalization of the Wick technique 
to the case when vacuum is unstable during the evolution. The de
finitions of the normal ordering, normal form of couplings and 
chronological couplings are generalized. The formulations of the 
Wick theorem are given, which make it possible to reduce any ope
rator to the generalized normal form. 

In appendix В the calculations of various Green functions 
which appear in Furry approach to QED with the external pair-
creating field are presented, moreover a constant electric field 
and its combination with a magnetic fi \d and a plane wave field 
are taken as an example. When performing these calculations we 
proceeded from the representations of the Green functions over 
the solutions of the Klein-Gordon or Dirac equation which follow 
from the original field theory definitions. All the results are 
given in the form of contour integrals in the proper time comp
lex plane. The corresponding inverse operators for the Klein-
Gordon and Direс equations are obtained on the strength of these 
results. 

In appendix С we write out the calculations of the total pro
bability of the photon irradiation from the vacuum accompanied 
by creation of pairs and the total probability of transition 
from a single-electron state accompanied by the photon Irradia
tion and creation of pairs, which are performed by cutting the 
diagrams. For this purpose the vacuum diagram and the diagram 
of the type of mass operator with the nonoausal Green function 
are calculated according to the general theory, which is stated 
in Sec.2 of Chapter II. The checking of the validity of the re
sults obtained in this way is carried out by the straightforward 
summing of the probabilities of transitions. 

Appendix В is carried out in common with 3.P. Gavrilov, Sh.M. 
Shwartsman and J.J. Wolfengaut, and appendix С is carried out by 
3.P.Gavrilov, Sh.M.Shwartsman, J.J.Wolfengaut.anc/ 3>.M.0i.tmAH, 
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lote in conclusion that each section In the papev has Inde
pendent formulae numbering, «hen making reference to a formula 
from the ease section lta original number la glren. When making 
reference to a formula from the other section of the same chap
ter the number of the saotlon la plaeed to the left of Its num
ber. When making reference to a formula from the other chapter 
or from an appendix the number of the chapter or of the appendix 
la placed to the left of Its number« 
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CHAPTER I. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS WITH EXTERNA! 
FIELD CRRATIRG PAIRS 

I. Furry approach 

a) Vacuum, initial and final states. 
flext 

Consider QT5D with an external field Л (х). The correspon
ding Hamiltonian is 

where Ф(Х)9 ^pr(X)t ß(X) are the spinor and electromagnetic 

field operators in the Schrodinger picture» 

let i i n and £ be the initial and the final moments of 

time which in tx.: final expressions will be understood as moved 

to infinitely remote past and future, respectively. If the vec

tor potential of the external field is switched off in the mo

ments {fa 4PUf one may, as usual, assume that since the radia

tive interaction is effectively switched off when -L-+±oo the 

initial and final states are free states with, say, a definite 

particle numbers 

/ iH> e JYC\%, r.„a+...lo>, «Ht\=<oia..L.c...Jf, ( 2 ) 

where \0L*)CL, о, 4} are operators of creation and annihila
tion of free electrons and positrons, {C* C\ are the photon 
creation and annihilation operators, I0> is the vacuum of free 
particles, /o> s/0>£./оУ* /0>ß /0>y axe the corresponding va
cuum vectors in the Hllbert spaces of states of the spinor and 
electromagnetic fields,U is a normalizing factor. 

Consider now a more general case when the vector potential 
of the external field does not disappear at éfaf écui a n d 

propose a method of determination of vacuum, initial and final 
states. 

Define the vacuum at the Initial (final) time-moment as the 
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state /0>. (tO\.* ) which minimizes the mean value of the 
Hamlltonian 3 ^ taken at ztn fioui) • 

Cn<OlJfAIO>tb-rrun. i = i<nt (3) 

«ii<OI tfA 10>wi -mtn, i=tout, 
Since *£th , io*i should be understood as moved to the infini
tely remote past and future time-moments one can, as before, 
assume that the radiative interaction i s effectively switched 
off at -ttn -еШ1 and therefore the problem (3) may be redu
ced to the following 

Cn<OlKAl<»ln-nun , u-i,*. 
« 4P в ( 4 ) 

ovLt<0\*eA 1°^ - "Un, i * éptct, 

To find the vectors I0>. №\,.u suffice i t to have 
lift t *Щ& 

the solutions of the eigenvalue problems for the single-particle 
Dirac Hamiltonian in the external fields A* (ctt iLn>) a n d 

%,«>«*)•%&)=*С<?пт, ( 6 ) 

which obey the following requirements: 
1) tCn %Cp

 £6т% О, Ут/i and there is a gap between 
the negative and the posotive levels; 

ii) The spinors {tfn(£)} {*%,(Х)} form complete and ortho-
normal sets of functions in the space of X - dependent spinors. 
Por example, for {^fn (%)} 

Z CX &)X &')+.% (*)ti&')1=OCX-*'). <7> 
n 

i l l ) The spinors {^f„(^)J {**f fä\\ °b«jr the condi
tions ' 
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z{ict,X,)ll+H-t,tt'.)iz}<~ 
ПП1 

(8) 
"inj 

where 
л -—О 'Л < * = <, 

Indeed, let us decompose, with the aid of (7), the spinor 
field operators VfX) f V(X) into the suns of the solutions 
fjn(X)} «* {t(fm(X)} 

№*)* Z {an(cn)jn(^i;(Cn)fn r£)^ w 

Y(^z{(U€u4ffm т+смгых*)}, ( I 0 ) 

Then the commutation relations for Vff) and Y(X) and equa
tions (7) lead to the fact that the operators {&*(**), CL(cn)t 

f+frn), tfih)\ {a+M), UM), Moid), ifcué)} are Fermi 
creation and annihilation operators. The Hamlltonian <#CJ dia-
gonalizes at ét-n iPU{. in terms of these operators 

where Xfitn)f %(^^) are c-numerical constants. Consequently 
the vectors )o$. a n A /0>* . satisfy the conditions 

"»(^Ч^п^Ю^^о, in, ( I 2 ) 

Equations (12) have solutions in the original Hubert space If 
the operators (CL+ftn), <k«n),t*M, §fin)) «»d 

lu*(cui), a(oui), é%ui), &«d))axe unitary-equivalent to the set of 
creation and annihilation operators for which the vacuum vector 
exists In this space (Berezln, 1965). The creation and annihila
tion operators of free particles {&*,&, f*,t} constructed 
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with the aid of the spinors {^„(x)} 

nv-ZfafM* CA7f)j, ( 1 3 ) 

WS)- £•{<* ?«'(*)+{.&&)}. 
are that kind of operators. The comparison of (9) with (13) gi-
res via the relatione (7) 

.VbZ (Ф„ к т 1 A.,*Y л:,), A,ft, 
° (14) 

r̂tf, п^Г 'Л* Ä \ *n+,m - я Фа-,*»* ~ &r ^n-, /я- Г * -^»/ -#ягУ , 

The transformation (14) is proper and the unitary equivalence 
needed holds if "У is a HlTbert-Schmidt operator (Berezin, 
1965; Kiperman, 1970), which corresponds to the first condi
tion (8) in our terms. The second condition (8) springs up in 
the same way. 

It follows from (II)-(I2) that {<?(*"),&(**)) t*M,ifa)) 
may be referred to as creation and annihilation operators of 
electrons and positrons at the initial time-moment it'n and 

la+(o*i)fa/9ui)f i*(pui), (fou.il} a e creation and annihila
tion operators at the final time moment imt . I n accordance 
with this the states with definite numbers of electrons and po
sitrons at ~ii'n, t,ui may be built from the vacuum rectors 
Ю>Сп IO>0U4 1& the usual way. Consequently the general 
form of the initial and final states with definite numbers of 
electrons and positrons, in accordance with the above considera
tion and the relation (5)# must be as follows: 

l£n>ajfc*„ tan)... U*H... \o>^t 

< w é / e w£0\ OLM)... i(mi),..C...Af ( I 5 ) 

b) Perturbation theory with respect to the radiative inter
action 

http://fou.il
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The probability amplitude for an arbitrary process in QED 
with the external field and the initial and final states (15) 
has the form 

Mcn^ou* * ̂ « H ^ M X ^ / ^ W - A J L . ^ . (16) 
Here Мд = Uß i **<* -éln ) is the evolution operator, corres
ponding to the Hamiltonian ?fA. (In (16) we omitted the unes
sential normalizing factors of the initial and final states). 

Consider the construction of the perturbation theory for the 
matrix elements (16) with respect to the radiative interaction 

yftf choosing dfs= 3fe + Jf.f. Jfe^ as the zeroth-order approxi
mation Hamiltonian. Define the evolution operator corresponding 
to the Hamiltonian 2f 

and construct, with it's aid , the field operators in the inter
action picture with respect to the external field 

QA(x)=o. 

(18) 

(19) 

(The operators Я(Х) coincide in the case with the operators 
in the usual interaction picture). Then the total evolution 
operator 11 д may be represented in a form for which the ex
pansion in powers of the charge is not connected with the, expan
sion in powers of the external field, if the operator 11 is 
known 

hue 
UA~US, S=Tezp/-iJ JwA(x)dx} (20) 

and the matrix elements (16) assume the form 

Ли^цГт6^м4г^" tM-C.Sc*., t*(C*).., a*fa)..JO>. (21) 
<X*(QU*) 

a (at*) 

t (e<xh) 

и -I 
а*(оил) 
CL(pu4) 
t+(9Ui) 
é(ou4} 

irt, 

U. oat 
£о\~Ло\и. 

(22) 
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The matrix elements (21) differ from the matrix elements of the 

processes in QED without the external field in that the vacuum 

vectors as well as the creation and annihilation operators which 

stand to the right and left of the S- matrix are different. 

(These distinctions are essential» as it will be clear from the 

below consideration, only for the fields creating pairs.) There

fore the conventional Wick's technique based on the reduction 

of the S- matrix to a normal form with respect to one vacuum 

is not efficient here when evaluating the perturbation expan

sion. The main idea which allows us to obtain an analogue of 

conventional perturbation theory is to express any operators 

of the spinor field, and specifically the £~ matrix, only in 

terms of the creation <X*(oui), 1+ (iii) and annihilation 

dfin), i(Cn) operators, all the &*(ottf)t Í+ (out) being 
placed on the left of all the CLdh), Шп), The corresponding 
formalized computational technique' is discussed in detail in 
the appendix A. To use it when evaluating the matrix element 
(21) one should obtain the explicit form of the canonical trans
formation from »л- to oui- operators; the decomposition of 
(A.5) - form for the operators 9Ш and 9(Z) 

ЩХ) =• Ч><~>(Х)+ &(+>(x>, P (Zi *9<~f(Z) + 9(*>(Z), 

9н(М>Сл * Фн(х)Ю>м * ыЩ r+Ux) * „&fiM(t) *0; 
the generalized chronological coupling of the operators ИХ). 
and УЦ) which is the perturbation theory propagator; the an-
ticommutators of the operators <fw(Z), Г(*Чх) and í(*€i), 

T(0tii)&B well as those of the operators fyH(Z), 9 H (Z) and 
(WM), t*(*'n); the probability amplitude for the vacuum to re

main the vacuum to the zeroth order with respect to the radia
tive interaction Cy 

C* - «r fce jЙ|в > й , . mfOlo>(n • <») 
the relative probability amplitudes of the processes In tbe ex
ternal field which are of the zeroth order with respect to the 
radiative interaction 

iff (т...$,..!%...$...) я 

- milium ML. IШ)... tn, «")••- fi Ш)... j0>. • C'L 
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Let us now find the coefficients of the above-mentioned 
transformation and the representation of the (A.3)-type. Con
sider the function &fa x') which i s the £ representation 
for the matrix element oi" the evolution operator of the Dirac 
equation with an external field Л fx). The function &(X,x'} 
sat isf ies the Dirac equation and the condition 

&(*,X')I ~Ő(X-X<) (25) 
4=4' J • 

For i t the relations 

. z f ( 2 6 > 
6+(x,x') = 6rf*/x) 

hold. Rote also, that &(X,x') is the anticommutator of spinor 
field operators in the interaction picture with respect to the 
field ^ 

The function may be constructed using any complete 
and orthonormal set of solutions {fK(X)jot the Dirac equation 
in the usual way 

&(2,*l)=2LÍK(*)%t:W). (27) 
The propertie s of the function & (X> X') imply that the opera
tors $4XJ <P(Z) satisfying the Dirac equation in the field 

A (X) are connected fox different time-moments by means 
of the function &(xfXf) in the following way 

Й2С)- ]б(Х,х') Ф(ХЩ)<Я?\ 

4(x)~jP(x')f6(*'px)fdir't

 ( 2 8 ) 

The relations (28) allow us to find the connection between the 
operators {ci+(oul), й(ои-е-), V(oui), § (out)) and {&+(in), 

<LM, iU'n), Uin)). Pat i-éci , i ' * t £ n in (28), write 
the left-hand sides with the aid of the representation (18) and 
substitute the decompositions (10) Into bhem, while the decom
positions (9) must be substituted into the right-hand sides» 
This yields 

ьш)^ G(+lf)a(s») + e(+l-)i+(cn)f (29) 
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f W j = §(-1+)а(ь) •+$(-!-) t V/ij, 

Pat г= с А > | / ^ ~ ^cué ** ( £ 3 Ь "г**** *&* right-hand sides 
with the aid of the representation (18) and Substitute the de
compositions (10) Into the right-hand sides and (9) into the 
left-hand sides. This yields 

&M =for)a(mé)+foh)i+fa*), 

CL+M~ S*fmé)&f*M+Ífmé)&H+), 

ft*) - 6 (-1+)аыФ £(.}-) t+ы), ( 3 I ) 

tbn)= ci+MG-í+l-)* t(cui)ÚH-), 

The matrices &(*l±) and07±/*j satisfy the completeness 
and orthonormality relations which follow from the relations 
of the (7)-type for the functions t9ní£) шаЛ±Цп(£) and 
the properties (26) of the function §(X,Z')l 

Moreover 

&(1tt * ё(±П 
By applying the relatione (29)» (31) one may find the sim

plest amplitudes (24) for the processes of scattering, annihi
lation and pair creation, which at the same time are the gene» 
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rallzed couplings of the corresponding creation and annihila
tion operators with respect to the vacua Xo/and /0> 

out- ^in 

Umfoui) IJ out) = W(mn/o) = 

tm(Cn) 0.1 (in) = W(oimn)=, 

I v w w v 

tt/ij 

•*• . + 
&mШ)fÍM =» ur(mln) =6-~X(+ l+)t fnn, 

tmM)ti(Cn) - Ы(тIn) = &'*('!-)n.m 
t v w v w v 

Prom (27) , (29) and (32) i t follows that 

tmfai) » Zwfmln)tn(in) * Zuf(£m\o)al(cui) ( 3 3 ) 

ö í i*>«)» Z игЛй/л )2& (*ut)-z_ ur(c\en)it «n)f 

m 

The relatione (33) are the specification of the gereral repre
sentation (A.3) for the case under consideration. Xt is seen 
that the transformation (29) admits transition to the generali
zed normal form with respect to the vacua cui^^l a n d l°>cn l f * h e 

inverse matrices &•'*(+/*) апй (г*(~1-) exist, in full accordance 
with the general requirement (A.4). 

Prom (33) it follows, that (32) are the only nonzero genera
lized couplings of the t'/t - and out - operators. Therefore any 
matrix element (24) may be expressed, in accordance with (A.17), 
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In terms of the amplitudes (32) only. For example the probabi
lity amplitude for electron scattering accompanied by the crea
tion of a pair is expressed In the following way 

W(mSii\k)^ur(Hio) W-(mln)-wfmiclo)UXfhn). 
Let us evaluate Су, То do so consider the operator V which 

performs the proper canonical transformation of the t/i-to out -
operators. (The condition under which such an operator exists 
nonformally will be obtained below when discussing the unltari-
ty of the operator 1Л ) 

<L+(cui) 
a (*u,i) 

Í№) 
- V - 1 

a*(t'n) 
a cm) 
t+Kn) 
tto) 

V, ^<ohCn<olV. (34) 

The explicit form of V may be obtained from the relations 
(29), (31) by operator methods (Bagrov, Gltman, Schwarteman, 
1975; Gitman, 1977) or by using the general expression for the 
generating functional of the proper canonical transformation 
operator (Berezln, 1965)« 

For the case under consideration we have, with an accuracy 
to a phase factor, the following 

(35) 

(36) 

V= *xp{- a*dn) ur(4-\o) l+(in))ezp{a%n) tnwfa+)ai<n)}-
•p 

>tvpl-$«n)lnw(-l-) V(<n))l*p{'U<n)W(o\-+)CL«n)) 
Prom (23), (34), (35) and (32) we get 

Cv =<*<OlVlo^n * ezpl-henurt-i-fj^deteH-) • 
Let us find the explicit form of the representation (A.5) 

for the operators f(x) and P (X). By setting t '=iin in (28) 
and using the decompositions (9) in the right-hand sides we ob
tain 

n ~ (37) 
9 M - z f (См Д (Z) * Ui»)$nw) 
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where 

(39) 

(40) 

Д Щ = J&to. х'^) X (Z)dx<t ( 3 8 } 

By setting t - ^eué in (28) ̂ md using the representation 
(18) in the right-hand sides and the decompositions (9) we ob
tain 

f(x)= 1{а£Ш)*€, (z)+ LW%, to)}, 
where 

By combining the relations (33), (37) and (39) we find 

" í r t ^ a ibW-ZwfinloffmM* Z^n/mlfUxi 

Л ^ - Í W - | ^/rt/ЙД « j e - £ ^ / « j - ^ 

+ ^n A«; Ä *& ^ + £ UX(n т/0)Уф IX) * Z UTS* Im) fjZ) 

Consequently the following anticominutators are different from 
zero: 
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[v'->(x>, в , * Ы %tzi, [?<-}ч о*>1 =.¥« <*•)• 
The geharalized chronological coupling of the spinor field ope
rators has, in accordance with (A.. 12), (37) and (39) > the form 

**> Ц) = ш<°1тГ«) ЩЩп • C=-iS^, у) t ( 4 J ) 

l - 5 W A . W , **<Г' (44) 

UH(*,!/)-í[fH№). HwJ , ='Z.*f„(x)uT(Z,ln)ßn(y), 
nm 

Л/П 

moreover «? ^ '^j satisfies the Green function Dirac equation 
in the external field Vм(x) 

(i§-eJI *xb(z) - m) Sc(x,</) =. - 5(x-y) (45) 
and is the generalization of the Feynman causal Green function 
for the present case. 

One can express in terms of Sc/zt4) the antioomiratators 
(42) 

JU (X) = - L J§C(X, X'é,n )fi?n (ft do!', 

~9*M *№'(*, Weit )f %(*')äz', 

& (x) * i If* (Г) Sc(x'{,n, x) d?', 

t 

the current operator J(X) reduced to the generalized normal 
form witl respect to the vacua w /0 / BXL& IO>C 

JU) * efffwf ?(X)+ 3(Z)f 
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3(x) = ou4< o/Jcx) lo>n. C;1 = ieiz / ScfXt z), 

^ * ' x ) = Í [Sc(*+o,x) + ^c(xix^o}]/ 

and also the amplitude Indeed 

7 7 7 ^ " J(x) = «>iyS fJjX'j = 

- M'*'(x] l t t n > 
where the operation ft- includes also the coordinate integra
tion . Then by using (36) we find 

С - ** ём-)1г< *г{-тх en l ^ - o ) j . <«> 
The perturbation expansion for the matrix elements of (21)-

type may be obtained by representing the S — matrix in the gene
ralized normal form with respect to the vacua ct4£<Cj and IO>tn 

This can be done, as it is shown in appendix A, with the help 
of the usual Wick's theorem far the T- products if instead of 
the normal products and chronological couplings their generali
zed counterparts are taken. Thus the problem reduces to calcu
lating the matrix elements of the generalized normal products 
of the following form: 

mt<VlSw.J(Mt)...C...Íi/(...)C+... ß+M''0*M-\°>cn • 
It is evident that this matrix element is different from zero 
if the sum of numbers of particles of each field in the initial 
and final states is greater than or equal to the number of ope
rator functions of the given field in the generalized normal 
product• 

Consider the case vhen for each field operator ЩХ) f

 {V(X)J 

A(Z) taken from the generalized normal product there may be 
found a corresponding operator Ü+ftn), i*(Cn)t C+ from the 
initial state or SL(CUÍ), i(w4), С írom the final state which 
will cancel it after the commutation» Such matrix element can 
be represented by the usual Feynman diagrams with the following 
rules of correspondence: 
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1. Electron in initial (final) state with the quantum num-
ЪетП(т) is represented by the factor +1 '^(x) (+ РтСх)). 

2. Positron in initial (final) state with the quantum num-
ber film) is represented by the factor У^Сх.) f ~%/a:j). 

3. Internal electron line directed from the point X ' into 
the point X is represented by the generalized coupling 

4. To the closed electron line the generalized vacuum cur
rent J (1С) is put into correspondence. 

5. Contribution of every diagram contains the amplitude Cy 
of probability for the vacuum to remain vacuum as a factor* 

The rest of the rules of correspondence are the same as tho
se in the standard QED (Bogoliubov, Shirkov, 1959)» 

In the case when the number of the spinor field operators 
in the initial and final states is greater than that which is 
necessary for the compensation of the generalized normal pro
duct, the matrix element is equal to the sum of products of con
tributions, coming from the Feynman graphs arising due to the 
"interaction" of the generalized normal product with the opera
tors of the initial and final states, by the amplitudes 
UT(m ...S.../ÁÍ ,,. £ ) coming from the noncompensated creation and 
annihilation operators of these states. 

2. TJnitarity conditions 

a) Consider first the problem of unitarity of the spinor 
field evolution operator Xi in an external electromagnetic 
field. 

The conditions (1.8), assumed fcr the epinore of the initial 
and final states, ensure the unitary equivalence of the trt-and 
oui- states operators. Therefore from (l.22)JLt follows that 
the existence and unitarity of the operator It are connected 
single-valuedly with the existence and unitarity of the opera
tor V f fixed by the conditions (1.34). The latter prists and 
is unitary if the canonical transformation (1.29) ie proper. 
The question whether the linear canonical transformation of the 
Fermi-operators is proper may be solved according to the theo
rems suggested in (Berezin, 1965» Kiperman, 1970) in the same 
way as it Is done in item a) of Sec.I when investigating the 
transformation (I.14). Taking into account properties of the 
matrices &(tl±) we obtain the corresponding criterion 
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We wil l show that the left-hand side of the inequality repre
sents the tota l number of part ic les created by the f i e ld . To do 
th i s we calculate the absolute probabilit ies of electron creation 
at the given quantum state n.%, and positron creation at the g i 
ven quantum state HZI ?У using the formulae (1.29) aid assu-
ming that Ц i s the unitary operator, we get 

4«=<>КИ*} 
(2) 

(3) 

is (oumtloyf «1П«>1и~1ат{оиНа„ш)и/о> = 

"b*/? 2Г Lai<0\Qm(oui)...Q (oui)fs{out)L fouí).., 

4 (ouüUlO^I ^<n<0\Ü-4+(ou4)és(cu4)ŰlCy = 

According to the Tauli principle, expressions (2) and (3) are 
also the mean numbers of electrons and positrons created at the 
given quantum state. Thus the total numbers of electrons П T 

and positrons li" created are equal to 

respectively, and the left-hand side (I) really represents the 
total number of particles created. (It is possible to verify 
that rt*«e/i", so the charge conservation law is valid for this 
case.) 

Thus the operator 1Л is unitary if the total number of crea
ted particles is not equal to infinity. It is evident from the 
physical consideration that the latter is always valid for a 
system placed in a finite volume \/ and for a pair-creating 
field acting during the finite time interval. If the external 
electromagnetic field is such that at V * oo and during the 
infinite time interval it create the infinite number of pairs, 
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then according to the previous discussion the evolution opera-
tor ii can not be unitary. ^ 

Note, that the unitarity of the operator iX for the case 
of a constant electric field has been proved in (Niklshov, 
1974). However, the problem of the conservation of unitarity 
under У -*• oe> and for the field acting during the infinite 
time interval has not been investigated. 

b)JLet us assume that the conditions under which the opera
tor ti is unitary hold. Then the scattering S- matrix in the 
external field is unitary (see (1.20)) due to the unitarity of 
the total evolution operator of QED (Bogoliubov, Shirkov, 1959» 
Akhleser, Bereztetskl, 1963) 

S+S = SS+= J . 

Write in the usual manner S=J+ CTf then 7 T=-i(T-T+) 
If /i'rt> i s some i n i t i a l state and {fOtli}} i s a complete 
set of f inal QUst-~ s tates , then one can get 

^\fo^k\flin>\x^Zln <mlTlin>f ( 5 ) 

the perturbational analysis of (5) creates a number of diffe
rences from the relations which are usually obtained in this 
way. The matter is that the propagators for perturbation expan
sions of the matrix elements <Ш\Т\?п > and ttnlT lin> 
are different: in the first case it is the generalized chrono
logical coupling (1.43) 

and in the second case it is the chronological coupling of the 
following form 

cn<o\T m m i ' J ^ - -*'Sc(x,x')f 

Í/--H J s"®>*')> Zo>x>', (6) 

lH(zJ)mL%$nlx)%(*4 
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Besides, there arise singularities which are due to the possible 
particle creation already in the zeroth order of the perturba
tion theory with respect to the radiative interaction. To illu
strate the abovesaid we will write the relations which follow 
from (5) in a number of cases, corresponding to the different 
choice of in- states. While doin~ so we will restrict ourselves 
to the comparison of the left- and right-hand sides of (5) in 
the second order of the perturbation, theory with respect to the 
radiative interaction. 

a) bet I in >s lo >l/tf then 

out 

-*!•£/ 

9*7~~ MY 

(-1) ' 

= Z%i (<E5 + 0~~О (?) 

Here and elsewhere the following abbreviations are used: 

9, m. 

1 ?C 

п. г 

f í M , ?v'ic<,\\ 
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\x « 3w, лей*), Q . 

• r- .— ttJY/я...5„« jKfi... J 

•• 7 
The left-hand side of (7) i s the to ta l probability of the photon 
irradiation «hen electron-positron pairs are created from vacuum 
by the external field to the lowest order of the perturbation 
expansion. 

b) bet / i n > a ^ V n ) | 0 > . then 

Ре*Ш ldU*4)l]ml\ni<olayout),..а- ш)1ш)..1<«е)> 

-f ^Ws ĵf̂ V 
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I %l < £~N^V~N^ -f- Г y^js^KrsjT^ Л 

, ' ,Y ' • ^ } w 
The left-hand side of (8) i s the t o t a l probabi l i ty of t r an s i t i on 
from a s ingle-e lec t ron s t a t e accompanied by the photon i r r a d i a 
t i on and creat ion of pa i rs in the external f ie ld t o the lowest 
order of the perturbation expansion. 

c) Let / t H > « í ^ / ö > t . then 

Р д в HZ W~ «&°1атлыу..атшнчм)„1ь(Фи*). 

^fj(z)A(x)dz}ch lo>h \ l = ZZ M'1. 

ni*- л*> 

NMin) 

Ä. H) ""V J 

(9) 

o - * }&•«*•/ 

o~o~ •^ + *sss*I Л . f W w 7 

j 
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The left-hand side of (9) is the total probability of the pair 

creation by a photon in the external field to the lowest order 

of the perturbation expansion. 

The consideration presented here shows that the existence of 

new channels, which is connected with the possibility of pair 

creation from the vacuum by the external field, modifies the 

calculation method of the total probabilities of transitions, 

based on the unitarity conditions. The main special feature con

sists here in that one should calculate the diagrams, which are 

subject to cutting, with the aid of the electron Green function 

$ the latter differs from the causal Green function £ , which 

appears in the perturbation theory for the matrix elements of 

transitions. Moreover, the external electron lines of the dia

grams, which are subject to cutting, differ from the external 

electron lines of the corresponding diagrams in the perturbation 

theory for matrix elements of transitions. 

In conclusion we will find, by using the definitions (1.43) 

and (6), the connection between the Green functions S (ZtX*) 

and Both the Green functions satisfy the same equa

tion (1.45) and therefore they differ in a solution of the cor

responding homogeneous equation 

(10) 

(ä- 4 $ Ы(Х)-т) Sa(xtx') s о 
> 

By placing the complete set of in- states in the expression (I. 
43) between the 0Ui- vacuum and the sign of T- product and 
using the relations (1.37) and definitions (1.24), we find 

nc T 

One can obtain in the similar way 

S*(ZtZ') *$'/*,*') t S* (*,*') (12) 
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For the external field in which the in- vacuum ie stable, that 
is invariant with respect to the operator U the difference 

* < » * • • * * * 

between S c and S c dieappeare. In appendix В the functions $ 
and Sc will be calculated explicitly In a number of configu
rations of the external electromagnetic field. 

v 
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CHAPTER I I . QUANTUM ELECTHODYNAMICS V/ITH INTENSE 

И RATI ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

§1. Vacuum, initial and final states 

Here we will consider the problem of building of initial and 
final states for the processes in QED with intense mean »electro
magnetic field. When doing so we rill start formally with QED 
with the external current J(X) but without the external field. 

Let ь 1 Л and iou^ be the initial and final moments of time 
which in the final expressions will be understood as moved to 
infinitely remote future and past, resp. If the external current 
is switched off in the moments é. . i . and the mean values 

in > cut 
of the electromagnetic field disappear one may as usual assume 
that since the interaction is switched off when Ь — too 
the initial and xinal states are free states with, say, a defi
nite particle number. 

Here {&*,&, ° t * J are operators of creation and annihilation 
of free electrons and positrons, {t+tZ\ are the photon crea
tion and annihilation operators, /0> is the vacuum of free 
particles /0> =; /0>e• / 0> №>e 10)/ are the correspon
ding vacuum vectors in the Hilbert spaces of states of the spi-
nor and electromagnetic fields, N is a normalizing factor. 

Consider the case when the external current and the mean 
values of the electromagnetic field do not disappear at t*.'n, 
é í l t£, Note, that whereas the external current and its values 

at "ЬСп £С1ц may be given arbitrarily and the mean value 
of the electromagnetic field at iL-n may be also chosen rather 
arbitrarily, after that the mean value of the electromagnetic 
field at -i,^ is to be determined by the QED-equations and 
initial conditions. 

Assume that at the initial moment écn 

7/here <••• > stands for the mean value. Define the vacuum at 
the initial time-moment as the state I0>lfl which minimizes 
under the additional condition (2) the mean value of the total 

j 
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Hamiltonlan of QED with the external current which is taken 
at 

We write the total Hamiltonian with the external current as 

+ (3) 

(O 

AG)*gUVK)*(C&e** c&e <**>-,, 

Then the vacuum /ft^n is fixed by the conditions 

СПКОШХЩ^АЧХ), *$оШ2)\(^=Л*ф^ ( 5 ) 

where the operator 

whould be normalized and belong to the Lorentz set. The latter 
requirement is fulfilled automatically if В*А» (Z)ssO and 
we satisfy conditions (5). 

Since f l H is recognized as inifinitely remote past time-mo
ment one may as usual assume that the radiative interaction 
between particles is effectively switohed off at i i n , This 
gives the reason to look for the vacuum /0X. among the vectors 

f у 
which are the direot produot of the vectors I0>tn and /0){H 

taken from the spaoe of states of the spinor and electromagnetic 
fields, resp. 

'% *!<»!*'lo£. (О 
In this case the problem (4)-(5) reduced to finding indepen

dently the vector IO^tH subjected to the conditions 

in<Ol^l^n'fmn (7) 
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f< oiMx)\o>l=Л in(x)t <Л<о1№)Ю £ =• Я ™(х) (в) 
and the vector /0> subjected to the condition 

^о'^К,-™, ( 9 ) 

\„ =/: Wxrf-ifVi-ej'fewi'fx) -,di (1 o) 
We look for the l0\n among the vectors that minimize the mean 
value of the operator 

where ÍKA (in) are the undetermined Lagrange multipliers 
which are to be found from the conditions (3) 

b<oix}lo)t-min. (12) 
It is sufficient, however, to demand the minimization only of 
the transversal part of the mean value (12) since the states of 
longitudinal and time photons do not contribute into expression 
(7) which as a matter of fact is to be minimized. 

Let us diagonalize the operator (11) by the shift 

C*k *C?A(in) + 2&(in)9 e*A = б£А(in) + i£A(en) (13) 

which is a canonical transformation. It is ?een tbat due to the 
above mentioned remsrk one may choose for/0>".„ the vector sub-
jected to the condition 

c-zxdnHo^ o, ve,A. (H) 
If 2-> ,, /2/?д(t'njj <oo the transformation (13) is proper and 
equation (14) has the solution lOy^ with the transversal part 
lying in the original Hilbert epaoe. The operator of the proper 
canonical transformation (13) can be found: 

tW*)*D(*(*n))CitA Ъ'*(Мп)), 
C$*(in) - Dttdn)) CÍÁ Xra{Mn))ß (15) 
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Consequently 

The vector is the coherent state of the free electromag
netic field (Glauber, 1970). By substituting (17) into (8) one 
gets: 

igk(en) = ̂ l(etit[KAx),Lryi)))e" xd2 (Ш) 

Note, that when defining the vacuum vector l0\n we do not ex
ploit explicitly any information about the value of the exter
nal current at -é , It is however, implicitly present in the ini
tial mean values of the electromagnetic field {Atn(x) Л tn(£)J 
which are formed by the field for which the current at i i n is 
responsible and by the free initial field. 

V/e define the excited states of the electromagnetic field 
above the vacuum (17) by requiring that the relations (8) are 
fulfilled in these states while their energy differs from that 
of the vacuum /0>t>| by the energy of the corresponding number 
of photons. These states are 

lWn),nf*d(*fa))lnJt=]H*to))n 7=r /o/ (19) 
We call them semicoherent (Bagrov, Gitman, Kutohin, 1976). It 
is evident that 11,07 is a coherent state,/б^ л > is n -pho
ton state. For the fixed % the set l2tny is complete and 
orthonormal. For the fixed ft the completeness relation 

jnpll,n>f.'<l,nl=I 
is fulfilled* The mean energy and the mean values of electromag
net io potentials in the state / ? / i > i ) , n / are: 

'<*ап),п1эгу12{1п),п/= Z. *f/*ft*«;/*+ял) 
'Л* 

'< %fa),nl№)l*ftn),n)fs Acn(x)f 
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The etat es Í%fin), fly nay he written as 

To find the vector №>e subjected to the condition (9) suffioe 
It to have the solution of the eigenvalue problem of the Dirao 
Hamiltonian in the external field Atnf2)l 

which obeys the following requirements: 
I) + 6 r t ^ 0 Vrv and there is a gap between the positive 
and negative levels 
II) The spinors +Vn.(&) form a complete orthonormal set of the 
functions in the space of X -dependent spinors 

U?n>$n')=Snn,t (tfn,S«)*0. (%Y)= j4>+(Z)4>(Z)dZ, 

Z [X &)X&) *A *.C^')J - off-*) ( 2 0 ) 

n 
III) The spinors ^Уп№) obey the condition 

where 

Indeed with the use of (20) let us decompose the spinor field 
operators VYi?) and PfZ) into sums of the solutions /fn fit) 

V(2)x Z {&n Ы.К (*)+Üfa)mra &)J, 
" / • - - , < 2 2 > 

Then the commutation relations for ^fá^^and eqs. (20) lead to 
the fact that the operators {й+Ь'п\ dto), &f(cn), ffrn)} 
art Permi creation and annihilation operatora. The Hamiltonian 
(10) diagonaliees in terms of them 

^ Z {jn bnUn)Q.n fa)-Ja tn(<n)Sn(t*)}+ Xf (23) 
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Неге X is an undetermined oonstant. Consequently the veotor 
|0^ satisfies the condition 

an (in) /o>' = 4 <W/o>f. =o Vn (?/,) 
*n 

l / l 

Equation (24) has solutions in the original Hilbert space if 
the operators /uVi/i), Q-d'n), 6*(Сп), fftn)} are unitary-equivalent 
to a complete set of creation and annihilation operators for 
which the vacuum veotor exists (Berezin, 1965).. The set of crea
tion and annihilation operators of free particle3 {a1, &, é*f fj 
Is an example of such a cet: 

The comparison of (22) with (25) gives via the relations (20) 

The transformation (26) is proper and the unitary equivalence 
needed holds if "^ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator (Berezin, 
1965; Kiperman, 1970) which corresponds to condition (21) in 
our terms. It follows from (23)-(2A) that {a%n)tCL(in)t San), éfa)} 
may be referred to as creation and annihilation operators of 
electrons and positrons in the initial time-moment i £ n , In ac
cordance wi-';h this the states with definite numbers of electrons 
and positrons at t t r l are built in the usual way* 

The general form of the initial states with definite numbers 
of particles at f t / l in accordance with the above mentioned con
siderations must be as follows 

\Ln>=NC+(in)..,i*(Cn)...a%n)...l0>.n . (27) 

Analogously one may build the final states at -6tu£ under the 
condition that the mean values are found: 

> 
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<Л?1 =A"k), <Ь7 =i""<äO <»> 
*•* ' 'im* 

(The aean values (28) are, generally, different for different 
/th> states. The problem of their determination i s discussed 

in Sec.2.) Then 

( » ) 

c*A fat) ~ъ(ш*))Сгк Яги«)) = с?А - * £ («и), 
,_ 9АХ 

Л<0\ ш ^ОЦТ'ШШ*)). (30) 
/ / 

Vote here that froa the fact that the vacua /0>cn and оы^О\ 
belong to the lorents set i t follows that %fo (of)" J?- (*£) 
The electron and positron creation and annihilation operators 
at -fc. are fixed by the decomposition 

№)= Zlam(Puiffm(z) +tm(mfTW3))t 

where the spinoro У (Z) are ohosen from the solution of 
the eigenvalue problem 

satisfying oonditions I) - III). 

Jtol£(má)M£clÜími)±0, Vm . 

Consequently the general form of the final states with a defi
nite number of particles at éM^ i s 

ы<оы ы и • Jcol. 
Por future It is important to note that the above introduced 

у 
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írt- and oui- creation and annihilation operators are inter
connected by linear canonical trantformations, these transfor
mations being mere shifts for the case of electromagnetic field 
operators. 

2. Mean field in quantum electrodynamics 
Consider here the problem of determining of the mean elec-

tromegw?t1c field in QED with the external current. We assume, 
for definiteness, that the initial states maybe given in the 
form (1.27) • Then the problem reduces to the calculation of the 
following average 

<A(Z)?= < injJÍ(z) \in>, (I) 
where X(z)a Uj (ай,)Щ)иу(а.п),авА t(y(éirín) is the evolu
tion opera-tor of QED corresponding to the Hamlltonian 7fy (1*3)» 

It is convenient to treat the proposed problem with functio
nal methods* To do so let us add the terms, corresponding to 
the interaction with the external sources 1(X),T}(Z), $(x) 
of the electromagnetic and spinor fields to the Hamiltonlan 
of QED with the external current J(Z) 

Here and elsewhere we shall prime the quantities taken when 
all the external sources are present« Denote as ^y ('^,iinf) 
the evolution operator corresponding to tlie Hamiltonlan 
У?] (Щ'9 W/d^i h'n)) < m d i n * T o A n o e t n e generating functional 

£* which depends on the doubled number of sources 

(2) 
z 

and may be also written in terms of the matrix of scattering 
by the external sources in the Heisenberg picture (Fradkin, 
1954; 1965a) 

ЦЬЪ\*У*ЫНы, ЬifarfM (з) 

V 
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§'"Yl?»)e ezp{i][i(xM(z)+$(x)?/z) + №)№)]dz}T 

hx)= Щ'иЬ^т*)Щ(Н1П\ $rz)=..., /fej«... 
It Is adopted here that the symbol T when placed to the 
right of an operator functional arranges the operators invol
ved into it in the antlchronologlcal order. (The functional i? 
in the form (3) was considered in (Pradkin, 1964) when the ge
neralized unitarity relations for the exact Green functions we
re being obtained.) 

Define the Green functions as the functional derivatives 
of the functional £ M with respect to all the sources by u^ing 
the relations 

Ч(х')-. кь»)бщ)~А(ч^Ш- *r± fit) 

Ч(\«**.1г№(1л~. hzn)hu" fym)tb)J'MT]l'-t 

(4) 

%*х>»^**)^^^ 
t*0 
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-hyl).-J('tl,')ÍKl)...JÍ(2l.)lo%l . (5) 
The sign of the T- product in (5) acts both to the right and 
to the left. 

The Green functions (5) give the possibility to find the 
expectation values of the Heisenberg operators with respect 
to any t'n- states, for which the creation and annihilation 
operators may be expressed explicitly through the field opera
tőre in the Schrodlnger picture or, what is the same, in the 
Heisenberg picture at t = i i n . For example we will get by using 
the relatione (1.22) that the mean field in the system with the 
initial vacuum-state and in the system with an electron in the 
initial state is 

у (6) 

<J)(z)> = ,„<oia*(i") A(z) a j an)io>t.n = 

- 1<Ф 5C,M1 (i. **) /\r„ ftefdfl 
respectively. 

To determine the mean field (I) let us build the perturba
tion theory in which the interaction with the external current 

Oft) and the mean ini t ia l field i s kept exactly. For this pur
pose represent the erolution operator tfy in the following way 

%= Ъ + Ъ+Ъ+ЬфлЫаЗ, 
ЗИН*) « ^H\lbx)hHmäx)7np{^i\](x)hz)^ 

+I(x) 4 (г) * VW ?(z)+ ffx) $(x)]dz, 
(7) 
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*«<, 

(С$-гАЪ)-т)У(х)=о, ohxUMx), Qi(x) = o. 

Ihen the generating functional (2) stay be written in the form 

S (Ifp)=Tezp{-L(IA+?! + ?&)} 

£" (I ft) = ezplidA *• ̂  + F«?)JT 
One can derive explicitly the functional £ 0 by using the 
following formulae which are the generalization of the formu
lae (1.16) and may be easily proved 

f ? - <olTfYlo>f JPV» = <omio>, f9*«W7Vo>. 

By deciphering the abbreviated notation for the case under con
sideration we get 

V'<*P< (Ft * \ • i "s\ -1 s \ - i t s<\. 

-IdA'it *u*X +iX%-i, VXD, 
where * <*. & 

SC(ty - l*<oiT V(zW(!j)lo)>.n f 

$f Щ s irfoi Ы fay тк>ъ , ( 8 ) 

V 
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Swflryj=*'в,<0/йу; 9(*)lo>m; 

Ö0

c(xy) = - i,n<oi ТЛ(х)£(у)1о>^ / 

(9) 

2« The final expression for £ may he «ritten in a compact form 
by introducing the matrix propagators and the vertex 

S = 
AT 

5", -?*» Д', Д'" 
< • 

-s'-i 5 , C 

» 
-д'-'. К 

(II) 

1» 
Bote, that the canonical transformations connecting é. (%•), 
l°>Cn with the corresponding free quantities are shift 

transformations of the free creation and annihilation operators 
of the electromagnetic field* Therefore the propagators (9) coin
cide with the corresponding free propagators and are denoted 
in the standard «ay. 

It may be shown, for example (Bagrov, Gitman, Kutchin, 1976) 
that 

where A(z) is the vector potential operator in the usual inter
action picture• Then from (7), (12) and (1.17) It follows that 

ОАм(х)шЭ(х), аАсп(х)=0, ( I 3) 

• У 
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ß t 

where M (X) is a free electromagnetic field, which at the ini
tial time-moment coincides with the mean field in the system 
(see (1.2), (1.5)) 

*%)!, =**&), Á%)lé =rhfz). 
One can obtain an analogue for-the Feynman representation 

of the propagators (8), the first two of which obey the equa
tion (1.1.45) with the external field AM(Z) while the last two 
obey the Dirac equation (I.2.10) with the same field. Note, 
that the propagator Sc has been already mentioned in Chapter 
I, Sec.2 in connection with the unitarity relations, and at the 
same place their representation over the solutions of the Dirac 
equation (1.2.6) was given* In the same way we get 

г З м ( I 4 ) 

s'm-í -У' *'>r' 

Here tfn (X) are the solutions of the Dirac equation in the 
external field AH(X) satisfying at the initial time-moment 
the conditions Jfnd)\t*tin -$л(2) where the spinors yntf) 
axe defined in Sec.I. 

The representation (10) for the generating functional £ 
is equivalent to the perturbation expansion and diagrammatic 
technique for the Green functions (5b wherein the Interaction 
with the current and the initial field is kept exactly. The sa
me perturbation theory one can obtain by the straightforward 
usage of the Wick technique and their generalization In the 
sense of the appendix A, if one writes with the aid of (7) the 
Green functions (5) in the format 

I) The construction of the perturbation expansion and diagramma
tic technique for the Green functions of the type of #"*», лл* 
in statistical physics was considered in (Keldysh, 1954) by or
dering along a contour. 
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« ~ 

The diagrammatic technique in terms of the matrix quantities 
(II) has the Feynman form. Thus, for example, the expansions 
for the mean field <Mx)$ in the cases when the initial state 
Is the vacuum state or a single-electron state have, respecti
vely, the form 

a) 
(15) 

(16) 

Here 

The shaded circles denote the sums of all the connected Feyn
man diagrams with the corresponding number of the external 11* 
nee and with the matrix vertices and propagators (II)* 

For the generating functional one can get the following set 
of the functional equations 

J vifZ" (17) 

> 
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The equations (17) under i=i coincide formally with the 
equations for the generating functional obtained in (Fradkin, 
1963a). The equations (17) generate a set of equations for the 
Green functions *f **. let us introduce, as usual, the functional 

WH=ibiZH* (18) 
which is the generating functional for the connected Green 
functions, and the following definitions 

*Ш U-,*o =^X)- «TW^/f.,_„ = 2^ 

After the differentiation of the set (17) with respect to the 
sources we get, by taking into account (19), the following 

SM (4*iliS+m- U)\JLX (X)- i(-i?eL-m )=(-i)X\S(X-^ 

O-ixW^H^'lJiz) *ltM-><:eUjSAlt (-XX)} (го) 
The set (20) is an analogue of the Schwinger set for the case 
under consideration* It may be transformed, like in the usual 
case, to the integral form 

•%S(x-4), 

> 
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ПЛр r*y;= мЛ'е*^ J ^ ÍXÍJC« . ft afy&, Л4*ол.' 

О \ Wl-Jn^ (x Dltyi до = í-i/-'<k <£'*-#, 

D 4 A (x) = <--/) *-ll3(x)i-IK(x)i-<:ebixSn fzz)] ( 2 I ) 

Under лд = (7 the iteration of the set (21), starting with the 
bare Green functions, the vertex (II) and the field ŐL%(X)ZZ 

(-1) " Л (Z) leads to the correct perturbation expansions 
for the corresponding exact quantities. 

Let us now construct the effective action / (Ы.) which is 
conrrected with the ftmctional WH by the Legendre transfor
mation* (Later on we will put everywhere the so Trees ^ and p 
equal to zero). 

rHU) *zIcL- WM

f (22) 
where the sources J in the right-hand side (22) should be 
expressed through ct with the aid of (19)» From W/f^=sj 
and the relation 

<M(x)>"*i.n<oiA(z)lo>.n = <*i(z)l j * -oLzfVlj^o, (23) 
it follows that the column 4A (Х)л(-1)'*"*<Л(зс)'^ gives the 
extremum to the functional PHU), Thus the finding of the 
functional Г MU) is useful, in particular, since it enables 
to get a closed equation for the exact mean field (23). 

When obtaining the effective action for the mean field which 
Is related to the more complicated initial states with the non-
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zero number of charged particles, one should construct the 
Legendre transformations of the higher order* 

We will obtain the explicit form of the functional Гм(еС) 
in terms of powers of radiative interaction, the interaction 
with the field AM(Z) will he kept exactly. To do so intro
duce the quantities 

visitor*w"-u\ ^f=i^-w, • <24> 

We will get to the zeroth order with respect to the radiative 
interaction, by using the explicit form of the functional Z * 
(10), the following 

Ъ-я1*. Ся)-К^~ l25> 

Por the quantities 

we will get fron (22), (24), (25) 

One can show (Vasil'ev, 1976) that the Legendre transforma
tion of the functional of the type of_U7" leadt to the sing-
le-indecompoeable diagrams for the &Г only. Therefore we 
get, finally, by taking the single-indecomposable part of (25) 

ГНМ=Г*(1)Ц1ЪЛ1 - mjb-bid/** *WH(l=l)'i) (27) 
The functional ГН(Л) is equal to zero in the stationary po
lst since it coincides with WH (J-0) = 0 In this point« 

By doing the partial summing In (27) which Is equivalent 
to the exact keeping of the interaction with the whole field 

<t~t we get 
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ГЩ -r"U)**lU-JL*)TflU-*°) 

SUc) 

(28) 

single-ind. vacuum diag. AW(S(d)) 

where 
-i A-l S' U) = H)%fi(iB-.Wf*A -m), 

$W = 

Those external fields, for which the Green functions are de-
termined, are shown as arguments in the matrix S(dJ) . 

The two first terms in the expression (28) correspond to 
the one-loop approximation. The equations for the fields 
d,(x) and dz(x) are Independent in this approximation 

ъ* -Ddz(x) = 3(x) + Let*,y S Yx,x\-cLz) 
(29) 

*c In view of the fact the functions о and S are de
fined in the same way in the case when the time variables 
axe equal 

* f f M - i [ Pp».*)* t*<*.***)\ 
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It ÍB clear that the set 29 has a solution 

«»•{.A < * ) 
what is in conformity the expression ( 23 ) • 

The equation (29/ for the mean field can be rewritten in a 

where 

tf/z)<fe} 
(30) 

k*o 
J>» 

(31) 

& ) 

no«)«i£ity/,te{Síö<b*)J|'$'C*-*)+ 

In Eq. ( 31-33) 
The program of renormalization and the subtraction of infinities 

in the set of Eq.(2l\ and (30) can be performed by the вате method 
as in the usual set of Green-function equations in an external 
field /see E.S. Pradkin (l955) and (1965a^ЛThis is a consequence 
of the reality of the renormalization constants and the infinite 
mass corrections. Thus, for example, the renormalized equation for 
the mean field вСЛ *) « < 4 l W > has the form 

c/4(2J>oÍ2 
(J,0b) 

nft(Kj»9Á /»"'со- ncio) - VZ£} \A (sч) 

> 
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In two-loop approximation we have 

ve r 

/w 

* 

AT 

- S'V^b'.íK/M jfts«^)®^V) * (55) 

3. Perturbation theory for matrix elements of 
processes. Contact with the Purry approach in 

and external field 

Let us assume here that the initial and final states in QED 
with the intense mean field are constructed in the way suggested 
in Sec. I of thj.s Chapter. Then the matrix element of arbitrary 
process between the states (1.27) ,fl.32l has the form 

M Í K - W " W < 0 I C L C * ' 0 " 'к**)-.. cOvt)..Vfl*)" Й"0- ..«fr*>-1°>̂  
Here is the evolution operator ' correrponding 
to the Hamiltonian (1.3).(The unessential normalizing faitor in 
(I) are omitted.) 

The problem is to construct the perturbation theory and 
diagrammatic thechnlque for the matrix elements(l) under the 
condition that the initial mean field and external current are 
not small. At this stage we will consider transitions into the 
final states with an arbitrary mean field. One may assume, that 
experimentally the transitions into the state with the mean field 
which equals to the exact mean field in the system at the final 
time-moment, are measured. The one should determine this mean field, 
for example, with the aid of perturbation theory considered in 
Sec.2 of this Chapter. Under this assumption the perturbation theory 
which will be constructed below is, in a sense, inconsistent since 
it contains exact 

I Further th<3 similar abbreviations for the evolution operators 
and scattering matrices will be used. 
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quantities which must be determined separately. However, this 
Inconsistence is compensated for convenience because It is 
possible to give the Feynman form to the obtained expressions. 
In conclusion we will discuss the other possible approaches too. 

Represent the evolution operator in the following way 

u3 Mft) « ш,„ )щн)t mtcn)«Tizft-ijxdx-} 

Ad) * jfr) - A9(x)t ( 3 ) 

fa)« КЧи^ПШт^I fix)*..., 
TL, r (4) 

Here ß (X) are C- numerical, generally complex vector potenti
a ls whose form will be established below. The ti ldéd (~) field 
operators satisfy the equations 

(i$-eA9(xhm)?(x)*ot 

$lX)(ti + eA (Z) + m)=ot (5) 

QA(xh 0(x), а~0дд". 

Note, that for the complex -Л (X) the operators ** and с 
are not, generally, unitary, although the total operator Kg 
le unitary. In this case the tilding (~) does not commute with 
the Hermitian conjugation In the relatione (4). 

The transformation (2) leads to 

~ - ( 6 ) 

{&Ш), at«**),... Zw))* й~'{аЧы), ae«e),...cM)}t(ß 

The matrix element (6) differs from the corresponding matrix 

> 
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element e of QED without the external current and with the i n i 
t i a l and f inal states of the type ( I ) ir» that the creation and 
annihilation operators as well as the vacuum rectors which 
stand to the right and l e f t of the jf- matrix are different. 
Therefore the direct application of the Wick's normal ordering 
technique with respect to the one vacuum proves to be noneffi
elen t when calculating such matrix elements. In appendix A the 
calculation technique of matrix elements of such a type i e sug
gested. Now we use the results presented there. _ 

I t follows from the structure of the operator U and the 
nature of the connections between the crt- and cut- creation 
and annihilation operators that the operators C+(*ut) t C(p*t)t 

and C^fih) t С (in) are related by the linear canonical trans
formation which i s a sh i f t . Such transformation always admits 
a transition to the generalized normal form with respect to the 
vacua cut <ffl and / 0 > t n . The operators Q+fauH, Л (we), i*(mi)t 

Zloui) are connected with the operators u.*lin)t a(t'a), l*fr>'n)t 

i(t'n) by the linear similarity transformation. Consider the 
case when the la t ter admits a transit ion to the generalized 
normal form with respect to the vacua £o\ and /0^,» (The ex
p l i c i t form of the corresponding conditions wi l l be obtained 
below. ^ Then, owing to the l inearity of the operators P(Z), 
f W i \ (Z) with respect to the creation and annihilation ope
rators of tVi- type, the former may be represented in the f o l l o 
wing way: 

Ы) = 9H(x) * ^tz\t P(x) * PH(x) + тНхл 
hv-lPm+lMm+ILmiz), ' ( 8 ) 

i!0)tx)*oui<elA(t)lotn>C0-1; ( 9 ) 

с^^^ю>€.п^9н4<о/ию>^:

 ( I 0 ) 

where C* i s the probability amplitude tor the vacuum to r e 
main vacuum to the zeroth order with respect to the radiative 
interaction and when the external current Jfa) and the exter
nal f ie ld A*(X) are present. To reduce the operator § to 
the generalized normal form with respect to the v a c u a « ? / and 
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' 'Cn and to represent after that the perturbation expansion 
for the matrix element (6) by diagrams one needs to find: 

- generalized chronological coupling of the operators £(Z)\ 

- anticommutators of the operators V+(X)f V'*' (%>) with 

a(cui)f í(wJr) and of the operators YH(%), ?M(Z) with 

- commutators of the operators Я(X) with C(cui)anä of the 
operators Л^Щ with C+ 6/tJ i 

- generalized chronological coupling of the operators V(X) 
and ЩЦ)\ 

- the amplitude Сф, the field A (X); 
- the amplitudes of relative probabilities of processes in 

the presence of the external current 0(x) and the external 
field A*(Z) to the zeroth order with respect to the radiative 
interaction: 

_^ + 

»с * (ou*)... c^ (en)... i*hn)... at fa)... io> . c:L 

bet us accomplish this program in the listed order. 
By using the explicit form of the operator 14, and the ex

pressions for the Cn- and 0 4t- photon creation and annihilation 
operators one can find 

ÍT (12) 
Г>(х) ш f fcV*j-*e <к(*-*»>с;л (ш)е^ . 

The operators Cfaíin), CfA (out) differ from the free opera-
tore Cfa c$A only i n * h e £~ numerical sh i f t s . Therefore 

[IM(X), A M w L * * 1?(*-У). (i3) 
Demand 

| ' V J S Í , (и) 
by choosing the auxiliary field Я (X) from the condition 

JISU-«,,<*//«Н^-С""1- 7^7 < I 5 ) 

Then the generalized chronological coupling of the operators 
i (X) which are in the operator S will coincide, due to 
(1.12), (13), (14), with the free chronological coupling 
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I(x) Ш^о^<о1тя(х)Л(т^с;1^1^ы^у ( i 6 ) 

Prom (12) it follows that 

Consider the function ß-(x,x') whion is the 2 representa
tion matrix element of the evolution operator of the Birac equa
tion with an arbitrary complex vector potential Л9(Х). The func
tion 6~(X,X') statisfies the Dirac equation and the condition 

For it the relatione 
S&iW&fyzWif-efx,*'), ( I 8 ) 

6-+(х,г')=6г(х',х), (i9) 
hold where the lower case asterisk indicates that the corres
ponding quantity is taken for the complex conjugated potential 

(X), The function x'J may be built using any set of so
lutions (Ч^Ш) of the Birac equation in the "external field" 
J\(T.) if this set is complete and orthonormal at the time i''. 

The properties of the function 6~/Z,z'J imply that the operators 
4>(1). r W obeying the equations ( 5 ) are connected for dif-
ferent time-moments by means of the function &• (Xt X ) 

ftvfirfriXWMdx', Ш)=1ф(2Щ°6г/Х;Х)/'ах', (21) 

Bqs. (21) allow us to find the connection between the operators 
l&+t«*)t &(**), Г*Ш), Tfcuij} KtA{a+(in),a«n)tl*ttn)% ihn)}. 
Put i « ^U, ̂ '«^ in (2I)write the l.-h. sides with the aid 
of the representation (4) and substitute the decompositions 
(I.31) Into them, while the decompositions (1.22) substitute 
in the r.-h. sides. This yields: 
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*Wj= &Шсшп) * &-щ*м, ( 2 2 ) 

VL+ÍOUÍ ) * a+«n)G-U I*) + i(^) G-(~l *), 

#i/ f U ~\№Ы&Ъ**т)Х<Ъ**'2'. ( 2 3 ) 

Put í*lúi, í'--ími in (21), write the r.-h. aides with the 
aid of the representation (4) and substitute the decompo
sitions (I.31) into the r.-h. sides and (1.22) into the l.-h. 
sides. This yields 

$+Ы* S-(J*)oHoui) + Ш-)r(oni)t (24) 

I (in) * а* ш) &(+Ц 4t(oui)eH~). 
The matrices fr("lt) and £<*/*/ statisfy the completeness and 
orthogonality relations which are consequences of the (1.20)-
type relatione for the functions +%(%) and *^/£),the pro
perty (18) of the function {rY*/*'): 

Prom (19) It follows that £(*lt) *<r/±/*J, By applying 
eqe. (22), (24) one may find the amplitudes (II) of elementa
ry processes into which charged particles are involved: scat
tering, annihilation and pair creation. 

UT/mlPi) m G--l(+l+)mn, «>7т/Я J « <т'1(-1-)пт, 

urm i) * {&(-мё-%1%е *-{&'Чч-)£шЬ, ( 2 5 ) 

Prom (22), (24) and (25) it follows that 
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п * ** ' (26) 

I » * « * ; - 2 . ur{m/n)fnf*) +LuT(5Ülo)a;(ou£) , 

UM * L u(m I n J U (0*4) - £ ur(olin)Uin) 

Relations (26) are the specification of the general represen
tation (A.3) for the case under consideration. I t i s seen now 
that the transformation (22) admits transition to the genera
l ized normal form with respect to the vacua o w l <5| and /0\n 

i f the inverse matrices £~l(+/*) and £"Y7-j ex i s t , in fu l l 
accordance with the general requirement (A.4). With the aid 
of (26) one can find and expl ic i t form of the representation 
(8) for the operators fit) and $fc). By sett ing l'=*-cn. in 
(21) end using the decompositions (1.22) in the r . - h . sides 
we obtain 

Ьг) = z {an Mja w UU<«)% rx))f ( 2 7 ) 

where ^ . 

, * (28) 

t Ь Ш * JX (&) 6r(*% ,x) /tfx'. 
By sett ing t -*wi * n (21) a» d using the representation (4) 
In the r . -h . sides and the decompositions (I .31) we obtain 

rVx)* %{&<**)%<*)+ í*Mrrmfx)l ( 2 9 ) 

f(D - !{$>(**)* ?m(Z)t 1тЫ) 'Sfm(x)\ 

SS tS£ 

In our notations *fn and % axe not Dirac-conjugated to 
tY» and */„ in the general case of complex potential Л U) 
By combining eqs. (26), (27) and (29) we find 

J 
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í^Vz) =: ZJPn (x) an (ín), 9 Чау» z ÜL fo ( + (ы). 

y»(*i\tJz)i-Zt#(o/eJí)-Je(z)* Z<*(Aifi)+t(xi < 3 I ) 

S л 

*<Fmíx)- * V*J * Lur(mllorfs(z) s £ wftw/Ä ; Д А У . 
Consequently the following anticoniEiutators are different from 
zero: 

fí,^*).?'%ji-4^ &,ш)9г»(х)1*'?тщ ( 3 2 ) 

The generalized chronological coupling of the spinor field 
operators has, due to (A.12), (27) and (29), the form 

fr*ti)m\Sy*.1) , *#>jT, (34) 

Here »> f*#yj le the Green function for the Dirac equation 
In the external field with the vector potential Я (Z) 

* * (i9-e J9(Zhm)Sc(x,</) ш-в(ж-ч). <35) 
The antlcommutatore (32) can be expressed, as usual, in terms 
of g* (x, y) : 
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ßn (*)= ijj:в1)S4x%n,z)d?'t 

How we are going to find C0, Considering J(X) and -Л ÍZ) ae 
independent functional arguments in the expreeelon (10) we get 

where the operation includes also the coordinate integra
tion» These equations and the condition 

where «e is the evolution operator, corresponding to the free 
• Hamiltonian 2ft* 2fe+ Jfj allow us to write1' 

Proa (15) and (36) it follows that 

where 

I) Here the abbreviations of the type J0(x)A(x)dl% = X4 «*e need 

(37) 
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(.п. 

The fields A (X) and Am (x) obey the equations 

QÁ9(x) = 3(x) , aA?(z)*o. 
One can see» that the amplitude C0 factorlzes 

*ш&щи*Ъ***и1к*з>У (Э9) 

С.'- J«>1 V, Ю>!я • ар {- ij Xf 3- i& } 
where the operators **e and tly correspond to the Hamiltoni»* 
ans # e a n d ^* The matrix elements РИ/<0/^glO>f and 
•*t<0\U9 /0>^ »»У *• calculated: 

+*L««) №>**»)}, ( 4 0 ) 

In the latter case we have used the results obtained in (Git-
man, 1977) (сзе also Sec.I, Chapter I). 

To determine the amplitudes (II) suffice it, in accordance 
with the formula (A.17), to find all the generalized couplings 
of the operators 5.(wk)t íloué), Í(out), d+frn), l*(£n)t C*(in) 
and the C- numerical parts of the operators Sfcui) end C+(Cn) 
in the sense of the decomposition (A.5)» The generalized coup

lings of the electron-positron operators are the amplitudes 

(II) of the elementary processes in which electrons and posi

trons are involved« Those of them, which are nonzero, are al

ready determined by the expressions (25)' The C- numerical 

parts of the electron-positron operatorь are equal to zero. 
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The generalized couplings of the operators C(ou4) С (out) 
and C* (Cn) t C*(in) are equal to zero since the **- and •««*-
electromagnetic field operators differ from free ones only In 
C- numbers. Dae to the вате reason and In accordance with the 
formulae (A.II), (A.18) we have 

£ b £ ^ i * f^Mfc,,grA+ur(KAIO)ur(ofrl>) f Á, 9 = i,2 - (41) 

She quantities UT(KAIO) and uT(0l3t) (A,i=±,Z) are the relati
ve probability amplitudes for the creation and annihilation 
of the transverse photon« In accordance with the definition 
(II) they can be calculated by using the connections (1.13), 
(1*29) and the well-known property of the coherent states of 
transverse photons 

Then 
^tfA/<5) = - frAfatflj StnCo _ 

(42) 

= 2*A^An)-W<^^J^ e^clx. (43; 
The matrix elements (39) may be represented by the usual 

Feynman diagrams» Por establishing the rules of corresponden
ce one should represent the S- matrix in the generalized 
normal form with respect to the vacua N ( i<7/ and /0>t«n, This 
can be done with the aid of the usual Wick theorem for the 
T- products if instead of the normal products and chronologi
cal couplings their generalized counterparts are taken* It is 
useful to represent beforehand the operator of the current in 
the generalized normal form: 

Thus, the problem reduces to calculating the matrix elements 
of the generalized normal products of the following form 
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It is evident that this matrix element is different from zero 
if the sum of numbers of particles of each field in the initi
al and final states is greater than or equal to the number of 
operator functions of the given field in the generalized nor
mal product. 

Consider the case when for each field operator ¥(X)t V(x)t Я(Х) 
taken from the generalized normal product there may be found 
a corresponding operator űV*nJ, /V«>»J. C*d'n) from the initial 
state or (iiout), Ifeui), C($ai) from the final state which will can
cel it after the commutation. Such a matrix element can be re
presented by Feynman diagrams with the following rules of cor
respondence : 

1. Electron in the initial (final) state with the quantum 
number aim) is represented by the factor +fn (x) (*^m^)). 

2. Position in the initial (final) state with the quantum 
number гЦт) is represented by the factor jpn (x) (" Vm (x)). 

3» Internal electron line directed from the point X' into 
the point X is represented by the generalized coupling 

4. To the closed electron line the generalized vacuum cur-
rent 0 (X) is put into correspondence. 

5. Contribution of every diagram contains the amplitude C0 

of probability for the vacuum to remain vacuum as a factor. 
The rest of the rules of correspondence are the same as tho

se in the standard QED (Bogoliubov, Shirkov, 1959). Consider 
now the case when the total number of operators in the initial 
and final states exceeds the one needed for the compensation 
of the generalized normal product. Such a matrix element is 
equal to the sum of products of contributions coning from the 
Feynman graphs for which the "interaction" of the generalized 
normal product with the operators from the initial and final 
states is responsible by the amplitudes и(т,..^.,.',ИА,..1хЯ,..',п,..е,.,) 
coming from the noncompensated creation and annihilation ope
rators of such states. 

bet us introduce the exact Green functions, connected with 
the coefficient functions of the scattering matrix S which 
is reduced to the generalized normal form with respect to the 
vacua pUi<ÖI and /0>. 
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=cué<ŐlT W J . . . fiza) ?(%)... P/fr)lf2x) ... A(2,)S\0^ *C ' 
* ~ (44) 

The reduction formulae one can get by substituting the expres
sion 

into the expression (44). Por example 

The Green functions (44) are the functional derivatives of the 
generating functional jjf 

?*> (*i,...Xn , &«.£„, *,... %>)* (45) 

.ft/ f " * " * l * I 

For the functional * one can get convenient representa
tions which are equivalent to the perturbation theory with 
respect to the radiative interaction* 

I. Write 
U't'US', 1*'*&*">*, 

5''>*P(-ilA>)Tetp{-i(jX*lS+fy*l<?)} , < 4 6 ) 

By using the formula (A.16) and the expressions lor the gene
ralized couplings (13), (33) we find 
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T=^(-iU9)expej-x<Lrej.exp(-%Il£l"'päciK • (47) 

II. By using the representation (46) for Ú and the for

mulae (A.14), (A.16) we write 

• Mt<3lTexp{-i(jA +?>* &>)}!<%, \A = 0 , 

where the quantities Л are the classical functional arguments. 
One may establish that 

,uf<si Тпр{-1<р1*?*+7г>}1<»^ 

а». where the quantities with the sub- or supercripts Я •*• А are 
given by the formulae (4), (7), where A +A must be taken 
as an external field. Let us transform the right-hand side of 
the latter relation in accordance with the formula (A.16), then 
it acquires the form 

C9(A9+A)9zpifSc(A9+A)t. 
By replacing л by 1Я as applied to exp (- HA) and talcing the 
explicit expression (36) for C0 into account we will obtain 

a ' <P \ 

• Ub»n/-Í7 1)CT ) 
SI iexp(cJ~SeU9+ <£r)t)iip(-£lueI). Ш ) 

The formulae (47) and (48) are analogous to the corresponding 
formulae in the theory with the external field (Fradkin, 1965a, 
b; Batalin, Fradkin, 1970). Note, that the derivation presen
ted here enables to write at once the explicit form of the 
Green functions in the external field, which are in the expres
sions obtained« 

The functional z satisfies the functional equations 
(2.17) under Л-i, One can get from those equations in the usu
al way the equations for the Green function» both in the dii'fe-
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rential functional and in the integral form. To do so the fol
lowing quantities should be introduced 

íeU.-** fei.*.-3*'4 

which make sense under 

г(х)li*o ~ K Ш)^* ш<*1 ТЛ(Х)Slo>tH. C'\ 

0(хЮ1х=о~ш<о/тЯшГу)$1оъп.С-'- (50) 

Ihe corresponding equation for these quantities will have, for
mally, the form (2.20), (2.21) if one puts there A = 4> does 
away with the matrix indicies and replaces d^fa), Ф*А(Х,¥), 

^AJJ ft14) ЪГ 4(Z), 2>(Z,i) ,S(X,y) respectively. The its* 
ratiouof the set of equations starting with the bare quantities 
A9(%) , $С(Х,У),2)$(Х,Ц) where SC(X,y) is the Green 
function in the field J*(z) leads to the correct perturbation 
expansions for the corresponding exact quantities. Thus, the 
complex field MX) parametrizes the Green functions 3)(Z,$)t 

S(X,f). 
Let us construct, with the aid of the Legendre transforma

tion of the functional ]ftf , the effective action Г (dL) (La
ter on we will put everywhere the sources J and ? equal 
to zero.) 

where the source I in the right-hand side should be expressed 
through ̂  with the aid of (49). írom '£-35, S J â d the first 

relation (50) it follows that the field <A(x)*? gives the ex

tremist to the functional Г^Ш. Thus the finding of the func
tional r^CA) is equivalent to the establishing of the closed 
equation for the field 4Mz$% The explicit form of the func-
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tional Г (Л) one can obtain in the similar way as in Sec.2. 
When doing so we will keep exactly the interaction with the 
field Яр or with the field oL. The final result has the form: 

Г U) = $daI-iinC0 - single-ind. part ДW^Jrak~)= 

-single-indecomposable vacuum diagrams Д\Л/"(о (d)j 

where 

JL-Л-Л*. bW*-W*-lA*-ibC.-i 13(1, 

and Co is fixed by the expressions (36), (39)» (40). 
let us investigate, at last, how the above suggested appro

ach to QED with the intense mean field is related to the Furry 
approach to quantum electrodynamics with the external field 
(Chapter I). 

Consider the perturbation expansions with respect to the 
radiative interaction, for the matrix elements (I) f (6) in the 
approximation in which the mean field at the final time-moment 
is taken to the zerotL order with respect to the radiative 
interaction (Sec.2), that is 

<А(х)?-+ JM(z)=fvuifr-z')№)dx'+r'n(z). (5i) 
Having the specific expression for the mean field available, 
one can obtain all the needed in the perturbation theory compo
nents» By setting i m i m t in (51) and using the formulae (28), 
(30) we will get the quantities %, fa font)» (Here and elsewhere 
zero on top means that the corresponding quantity is determined 
by the mean fiel1. (51)») 

t^i Г ~ i -t'*#•*#-*J"'***,- (52) 
+ jkij(igA,faUu ax. 

By substituting (52) into the formula (37) we get 
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Ъу taking into account that $£(*.-**)+$((%-£)= Ъ^х-Х1) 
(Bogoliubov, Shirkov, 1959) we obtain 

А 9(Х)=!3>Х'*Ъ'Х')Х*')**'+ Л'"'** s J"W (53) 
Thus, the auxiliary classical field •" (X) is real in this 
case and coincides with the mean field of the zeroth order ap
proximation. . 

The amplitude C» (see (39), (40)) may be in this case eva
luated explicitly, their modulus is equal to unity (the photon 
vacuum turns, to the zeroth order with respect to the radiative 
interaction, again into the vacuum during the evolution). 

ft* exP-é ]%*M"(Z)dX. (54) 
By substituting (52) into the expressions (42), (43) one can 
make sure that the relative probabilities Ы(КА /0 ) and 
W(Ol3t$) 0 f creation and annihilation of transverse photons 
are equal to zero. Therefore the coupling (41) has the form 

02x ("*) С h «") Ä <fe* , * ' • (55) 
If the quantities Я (Z) , ^f, Í£Z!!ÍS*fli> * ***& the form (53-
55)» the perturbation expansions for the matrix elements of the 
process (I) coincide completely with the corresponding expan
sions for the matrix elements (I.I.16) In Furry approach to QED 
with the external field (51)« Thus, from the viewpoint of the 
treatment, which Is based on the mean field conception and dis
cussed in this Saotion, QED with an external field describes 
the calculation of matrix elements of transitionsto the zeroth 
order with respect to radiative corrections, which determine 
the changing of the mean field (51) at the final time-moment. 
This statement may be the basis of one of the possible interpre
tations of QED with the external field. 

It is useful to represent the matrix element (I) in the fol
lowing way: 

"«-•«« fir* г ПГ^Т ^Г 

(57) 
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In the form (56) it is represented by the sum of products of 

the coefficients Q which take into account the difference 

between the real mean field at the final time-moment and the 

field (51)» by the matrix elements of QED with the external 

field (51). 

The coefficients 0 may be calculated with the aid of the 

formulae (A.17), where the nonzero components are 

U w w J 

i^lC^MlÓ^-^Oló^1 =&fmih £/•*«). 

Пг> Ml г. 
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APPENDIX A. GENERALIZATION OP THE WICK TECHNIQUE TO 
UNSTABLE VACUUM 

In a number of oases when the vacuum vector is unstable with 
respect to the oreation of particles it appears that the matrix 
elements of prooesses and Green functions of quantum field theo
ry have the following typical form 

<Olä...TF(r)a+.JO>t (1) 
where {ct*0.j is a complete set of oreation and annihilation 
operators, /0> is the corresponding vacuum vector (d\0> ~o), 
f(X) are the field operators in some representation where they 
are linear with respect to the operators {&*&}, P-(f) Is 
an arbitrary operator functional admitting the series expansion 
in powers of y\ i.Q-\ci ) is a set of operators related with the 
operators {a*f Q. j by a similarity transformation of linear type 

[äfä+] =i, fa,ÄJ - t f * * * J - о , I-
"i С 

<0\-=-<0\V9 and V i s , generally, a nonunltary operator. Consi
der here the generalisation of the Wiok teohnique whloh makes i t 
possible to oaloulate efficiently such matrix elements. 

We say that the transformation (2) admits a transition to a 
generalized normal form with respect to the vacua <ol and IO> if 
the explloit and single-valued representation 

a+=Ca + &a*+S 0 ) 

is possible. To make it possible the existence of the matrix 
ф " 1 is enough« Indeed, if one oonsideres equations (2) as a 
sex of linear equations for (ä Q*j one sees that the solution 
may exist if 

If the condition (4) holds then 
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In the case the transformation (2) i s canonical the Bose-type 
matrix <p~ - (<p*Y always ex i s t s (Berezin, 1965). I t may be 
not the case , however, for a Permi-type canonical transformation. 

If the l inear s imi la r i ty transformation (2) admits a t r a n s i 
t ion to a generalized normal form with respect to the vacua <o/ 
and /0> then any f ie ld operator ¥(Z) l i nea r in {u*QJ may be 
represented in the form 

<?(Z) = (fHfx) + <Ptf)(X) + f0)(x) , (5) 

where 

Ч*~\х)\о>=<д\Г*Нх)=.о, 4to)m^<6lm)\o><o\o>\ (6) 
At the same time 

[tM(z). r-i(x')).t = Cf">(x), <е">(х')]^о 

(The quantities ri,fx, У^. V'^fX) i n * п е Fermi case belong 
to the Grassmann algebra). 

The proof of representation (5)-(6) is based on the remark 
that with the aid of eqs. (3) any operator linear in {й^й) 
can be linearly expressed only in terms of the operators Q and 

d* the commutators or anticommutators of the operators Q, «id 
0* being C- numbers due to (2). It is evident that f(~}(X.) is 

the part of th<» operator VlX) that contains only the operators 
a and У(*}(Х) is its part, containing only a*. The second re
lation in (6) Is obtained by averaging (5) between different va
cua with the usage of the first two properties in (6). 

The form whose every term has all its operators ^(*}(х) placed 
to the left of all its operators f^fX) is called the generali
sed normal form of the operator functional P(f). 

The product of operators V(z) is called the generalized normal 
produot if it is reduced to the generalized normal form with all 
the commutators or antioommutators between *f(~)(z) ф(+1(х) 
being considered zero while the reduction is being performed. The 

number 
(7) 
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generalized normal product «ill be denoted by the symbolA/(...) 
It is evident that 

<o\Nn ПЪ)Ю>=<01о>-П f ( % i ) . (в) 
The functions 

Wxwyj = m)fw-uw*wf), (9) 
Ш)Щ)= Tfmwy-Mwny), сю) 

will be called, respectively, the generalized coupling and ge
neralized ohronological coupling. Relatione (7) indicate that 
the couplings (9), (10) areC- numbers and may thus be represen
ted as follows 

ffoyjW« <о\№)Щ\о><д\0>- f % ) v»(y)9 (11) 

Чиуе(^==<о1ТШ)^)1о><д1о^1- f0)it) Wy). (12) 
Evidently one can use, by replacing the normal products and 
couplings by their generalized analogues, the conventional ver
sions of Wick's theorem in order to reduce an arbitrary operator 
functional F(f) to the generalized normal form. The correspon
ding funotional formulations are similar to the usual formula
tions and have the form 

Sym F(<f) = fjexp f fa £ y £. f((p)t (13) 

TFm= Ыехр{£ fö£.F(<e). ( 1 4 > 

By combining (8) with (13), (14) we obtain 

<o/%m F(Wio>=<őlo>ezp%I tyfe-Ft*)/^^ ? (15) 

OITW)|0> 5 < o » ^ | i W 1 . Ц г у,,, (16) 

The formulae obtained allow us to calculate the matrix elements 
whioh have the form (1). To do so one should, evidently, reduoe 
T F(V) *° * n e generalized normal form with the aid of O O , 
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substitute it into (1) and perform, as usual, corresponding com
mutations* As a result the problem reduces to the calculation 
of matrix elements (1) where P(*f)~l. They also may be calcu
lated by reducing the product of the operators 5. ...&*... to 
the generalized normal form« By using the suitable functional 
formulation of Wick's theorem (Vasil'ev, 1976) we will get the 
formula 

=<Ö\o>n(i+]^aci]L- + l- äa+<L + (17) 

3.i(Ki)=<o\a(Ki)to> , 
at(KL)=<6la+(Xc)l0>. 

Thus the indicated matrix elements may be expressed in terms of 
"V* 

oouplings of the operators Qt &* and their C- numerical parts, 
in the sense of the decomposition (5), only. All these values 
may be expressed in terms of the similarity transformation coef
ficients (3): 

&?=Ф-?4ь-'тет; 
' ' (18) 

У 
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APPENDIX. В. GRüiiiM FUNCTIONS IN AN JáXTüiRNÁL 
ELECTROüAGNiäTIC FIELD*^ 

§1« Introduction 

In the present paper all the Green functions mentioned in chap

ters I, II are derived explicitly in an external field, being the 

combination of a constant and uniform field and a plane wave field. 

A brief review of the well-known works, as well as the definition 

of the scalar Green functions in the quantum field theory frame 

and their representations over the solutions of the re lat .vis tic 

wave equations are given in sec.I. In Sec.2 the Green functions 

for the scalar QED with a constant and uniform electric field are 

obtained. This simple example illustrates the calculation method 

of the Green functions* The Green functions for the spinor QED with 

a constant and uniform electric field are obtained in Sec.3* In 

Sec.4 a complete and orthonormal set of the solutions of the Klein-

Gordon and Dirac equations for a field, being the combination of a 

constant and uniform field and a plane wave field, is derived. With 

it's aid the corresponding Green functions are obtained in Sec.5» 

The results are given in the form of proper time contour integrals. 

In Sec.6 the operator representations ior the calculated Green func

tions are given. 

Some of the obtained here Green functions were calculated earlier 

for specific external fields. Thus, the explicit expression for the 

anticommutator function G(x,x') in a constant and uniform electro

magnetic field was obtained in (Fock, 1937) by the proper time me

thod '• The same result was obtained in (Geheniau, 193°; Geheniau, 

Demeur, I95I| Demeur, 1951) by solving of the equations tor3)(X,Z') 
and £&,£') with a given initial condition and also in (Belovt I97b) 

by the Maslov canonical operator method. The Green function §c(x %') 
in a constant field, and also in a field of a plane electromagnetic 

field was obtained by Schwinger (Schwinger, 1951) by the proper 

time method. The functions 3 (XtZ') аххйЗе(Х0Х') in a constant 
x The work is carried out in common with Gavrilov S.F., Shwartsman 
Sh.M., Wolfengaut J.J. (Dept. of Math. Analysis, Pedagogical Inst., 
634044 Tomsk, USSR) 

' Notations for Green functions see in I,II. 

v 
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field were calculated in (Geheniau, 1950; Geheniau, Demcur 1951; 
Demeur, 1951) by using the explicit form of &(X,X') andDfcjX')and 
in (Nikishov, 1969; Rnrozlmy, Hikishov, 1976) by the summing over 
the corresponding solutions of the Dirac and Klein-Gordon equa
tions. The causal Green function D (XfXjof the scalar field in a 
plane v/ave field was obtained in (Pradkin, 1965; Barbashow, 1965) 
by functional methods. The general solution for the Green function 

(Z,X ) of the Dirac equation in an arbitrary external field was 
obtained for the first time in (Fradkin, 1966) in the form of the 
path integral over the classical trajectories,and Grassraannvariab
les. Yfith it's aid the explicit expression for the Green function 
§c(XfX) of the Dirac equation in a plane wave field was calcula
ted in (Pradkin, 1966). The Green functions ßC(XtX') and.5fa,-*'J in 
a plane wave field were obtained а1зо in (Reiss, Eberly, 1966) by 
the straightforward solving of the nonhoraogeneous equations. In 
(Oleinik, 1968; 1969) the function 3e(XjX')±B calculated in a uni
form magnetic field and a plane wave field, propagating along the 
magnetic field. The Green funotions J) (XfX') and Sc(3,x') in an ex
ternal field, being a superposition of a constant and uniform 
electromagnetic field and a plane v/ave field, are obtained in (Ba-
talin, Pradkin, 1970) by the functional method. In (Narozhny, Ni
kishov, 1976) the functions j)Cf:C,I'j and §c(X,x') in a constant and 
uniform electric field combined with a plane wave field are obtai
ned by the summing over the solutions of the corresponding relati
vist io wave equations. 

The Green functions of the spinor QED are defined by the rela
tions (1.1.43), (1.2.6), (1.1.27), (II.2.14), and they may be 
expressed in terms of the solutions of the Dirac equation (1.1.44), 
(1.2.7), (1.1.27), (II.2.14). 

The Green functions of the scalar QED are defined like in the 
spinor case: 

ift v»« ̂ rrfttyhxv^ • c;\ ( 1 ) 

fi(x,*>')-[m),r(x')]f (2) 

Vlx,*')=i áO\TY(x)Y+(x')№>c О) 
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Неге W X ) is the scalar field operator satisfying the Klein-
Gordon equation in the external electromagnetic field Л (X) 
and the commutation relations 

[wi,rwj =o, f^p, ?•,*•,] =-Л-*-) 
i s the evolution operator of the scalar 

f ie ld in te rac t ing with the external f i e l d . /0> . /лч are the 
vacuum vectors of out- and i n - p a r t i o l e s , £V = ~**<0\Q>•_ 

The functions D(X,x)t Щх,х') and Dc(X,x') are the p a r t i a l 
solut ions of the nonhomogenccus Klein-Gordon equation 

(91(х)"Пг)1>(^') = ̂ (1х'Х% ^(лх')фс(х,х')3с(^)); (5а) 

(9Z(x)-m*)5e(x,z) =ő(4)(x-x'). (5b) 
The rest functions satisfy the homogeneous Klein-Gordon equation* 
The function D(X,X') satisfies the initial condition 

Likewise the spinor case, the Green functions (i) - (4) may be 
expressed in terms of the solutions of the Klein-Gordon equation 
in an external electromagnetic field« To do so we will use the 
decomposition of the scalar field operators V(X) over the com
plete and orthonormal set of solutions £ * ^ W J fit^n^)}) 
describing partioles (+) and antipartioles (-) under X0-*+ao, 

(4, *«.')-4«', (**».*Гп')-0, 

Similar conditions are valid also for / + fn fx))t Thus we get 

£c(x,*')= ец.)Ъ-(х,ху ошЪЪх*), ( 7 ) 
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D'U,r)^cZ\(X)^ín\K)^ix') ".с ' у 

£ V,*'J = í) v*, x) ± PV, x';, ( 1 3 ) 

/7,1С * y ' 

ifr*,*'; 4ЧФ^Ч^. 05) 
* • , - • . Here кТ(к1к), (J(o}hn) 

are the matrix elements for the proces
ses of the single-particle scattering and annihilation of two 
scalar particles in an external field. 

§2. Constant electric field. Hcalar case 

By calculating the Gronn functions of the scalar QED in a con
stant and uniform electric field we v/ill trace the train of rea
soning, which enables to get by using the complete sets of the 
solutions of the K-G (Klein-Gordon) and Dirac equations the pro
per time integral representations for the Green functions. 

Let us choose the vector potential as Л*х - Л'**« =^~, 
A sß aO, Por our purposes the most convenient are the com
plete sets of the solutions of the K-G equation which have a 
semiolassical form (Narozhny, Nikishov, 1976): 
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(3) 

(4) 

Por deflni teness we wi l l consider в Р > 0 In t h i s case the eig
nes " i " in ( I ) , (2) correspond to the sign of the k ine t ic momen
tum X-m under 3C_ -» t op t 

In (TIarozhny,ITikishov,T976) i t i s shown, tha t the solut ions 
( I ) , ( 2 ) one can express in terns of the solut ions of the other 

> W « Ьec?sщт-щ]; ityx).&е**ц. [*(Ып], 

The solutions (4) can he got (Karoshny,1968) In the slow chan
ging electric field limit from the asymptotically (Хь~+± о») 
free solutions, what enables to establish the.tr classification 
by the energy sign under X0-+£oo, T l r a s» follow (Karozhny, Riki-
ahov, 1976) we satisfy ourselves that the classification of the 
solutions (I), (2) into the particles and antiparticles is equi
valent to the usual classification. 

The solutions (4) are orthonormal, and since 

£м'(ь,ь'т1ц,ыйь.а*ег(рш-ц'). ( 5 ) 

from (3) follows that the solutions (I), (2) are orthonormal too: 

СЦ/А^МА-Д)А-Л, ( 6 a ) 

On making sure tha t the solut ions ( I ) , (2) form the two comple
t e and orthonormal se ts {±Чп(Х)}, {*9Л&Л w e w 1 1 1 u e e t h e m t 0 

construct the functions (T.8), ( I . 14 ) , taking in to account tha t 
(Karozhny, Kikishov, 1976) 

With A If.' f/Pj) = t& -ЯЧ Jm(A. -ti)Ctf , 

J 

http://the.tr


Then 

£%.*')=- J L(xfx[p_)dP_t ce> 
• ОСУ T* ÉT * * 

We will get the proper time integral representations for the 
functions (7), (8) by transforming the Д integration into in
tegration over S 

and doing the Pt and Д integrations. 
Let us consider first the functions D (x X1) Suppose 

t 4- >0. t n e n $-1- tnllL'\ and tJien we ßet from (7) 
°~ zee Ijt-1 

itfuji'lJtHrtsidS, ±У-<0, (see fig.1) ( II ) 
where 

ieJ, 

-i% (№№**-* g}ß tH~fa(zs*l). ( I 2, 
For ;</_«>, s-fefalgj-irsftZ!.)). «* 

±I)%,z%f fs(z,x*,s)ds, *$-«> ( s e e f i s ' 2 ) ( I 3 ) 

c^q 
By combining (II), (13) aod replacing the contour Ci + Cl with 
the Г6-Г (eee fig.i and fig.3) we get 

*2>Ч*>1 {e(t,z',9)ds-9(sil.)Jfffr,x;8)ds . (i*) 
Let us now consider the function D (x,*1). It У_ <*í> then 

S *-i— ft* lit JI •,;ir\ *°d *ben we obtain from (8) 

%*(*,*') - J Ь(*.*'>*№ , У-<0 ( 8 e e f i e , I ) ( I 5 ) 
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For y _ > 0 , S^t-ff,,^-и-гХОС-Ъ'.)) thon 
Í)V,Í'J--J L(Z,*iS)ds Ч >0 (seefig.2) (16) 

By combining (15), (16) and replacing the contour ^z + ^j> with 
the Г \ /J a (see fig.f and fig.3) we S e t (see аСьо (21)) 

Ъл(х,х% j Ís(ztx\s)d^G(%)] L(x,x's)ds. (17) 
By evaluating the functions (14), (17) we supposed y_ Ф0 t 

therefore we should make sure that these functions with arbit
rary Xf X1 really satisfy the K-G equation. 

The function fE (Z,x' S) (*2) coincides with the well-known 
(Pock, 1937; Schwinger, I95I) solution of the K-G equation with 
the proper time: 

tds fe (z,x',s)=- (Pz(z)-i*l)fc(z,z', s) (is) 
Then by using the representations of the delta functions 

tTto^e~ и " " - t f ó r ' e " "Mb-**), a.>o <*» 
we get 

(9z(z)-m*)} fe(xfx:s)ds, -Ő(%-x') ( 2u) 
rc 

(PZ(x)-m*)J{e (x,x\s)<Ls^(l,)(x-z<)f ( 2 I ) 

r 
(PZ(z)-mz)j 4 (x, x[s) ds - ZcS(y-) S(y>)fe% z') - ( 2 2 ) 

ra. 

* iS(9jfy3)teto,x')t 

(Pfa-m*)S {B(x,x',S)dS=-КОЧ-)д(Ц+){е(*,*,У- С23) 

-'Mftyp)fi&)//fx;x'Jß 

&*,*>-i£w{-*Ír+Eti} (24) 
By evaluating (2l)-(23) we separated the singularities In 

the integrals over the contours Г and /Jft explicitly» 

Í к (*, *', s)d$ - 0(f) R(xfx') + -fp8(f)t (25) 
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J 4*4*1. Щ-£)[щу,у ^ J J ̂ ,,x;sy; 

rta 

where 
(26) 

R(*,x')=! fe(z,z'ts)d$ (27) 
a 

is the Riemann function in the Fock representation (Fock, 1937) 
and contours ̂  > £ * are given in fig.4. The equality (25) is 
valid obviously for У*ФО and equalities (26) are for Ц+ФО 
Ц£0> Moreover, for U -* ±0 we have 

e(f)=fl&l3°(?(3)(f), 
S(f)^ 2ic[e(y0-o)+e(-y0-o)]iy0iő(i)(if). ( 2 8 ) 

By taking (2^), into account, we represent (14) in the form 

?Ъ 7x ,*>/ (e (*>*',s)ds~e(ty0)j{s (*X sjds. (29) 
pC Г 

Now it is easy to show, by using the relations (20)-(23) and 
(26..)» that the functions (17), (29) satisfy the K-G equation 
for arbitrary X, X' and therefore they are just the functions 
we have introduced in (7), (8). 

In conclusion of this section we will note, that by using the 
representations (29) one can obtain the commutator function 

which, as it is clear from (2b). (28), satisfies the conditions 
(1.6), and the Green function bC(ZtXt) 

j)C(Z, X1) - / 4 (*, < S)dS (3D 
which satisfies the equation (i.5a). The representations (30), 
(31) coincide with Fock (Fock, 1937) and Schwinger (Schwinger, 
I95I) representations respectively. These results have been ob
tained in (Gavrilov, Gitman, Shwartsman, 1979a). 

§3« Constant electric field. Spinor case 
Let us show that the evaluation of the Green functions in CfiT> 

j 



7 В 

wltli а сол Rt г» г. t mid uniform e J o c t r J e f i o l d rerhuwr? on !.'•»> wíioln 
t o a c t i o n e wo hí>vo « InT^l ; тогГогт<"Л in th<> мс^О.чг C M I " , 

T h e COmj 'T^i . r :•• i<; r.)I Hio Í ;O. 'h i t i.C-1'i!-. t>/ i :w> .'Jír-'K.* " 4 " 
fXt „ fjrf 

'Fi 

with the vpctor potential Ao

r'*-A3'**9*££r, Я^'-Л^-О which 
are f.imj.l.4.r to (2.T), (2.P) .*ind hnvo н В'4"5с].чп:'кя1 fry.;>, .ЧГС: 

i^rí 
о 

и til 
0 / 

г/. 
/ 

In (llaroshny, IliMr.hov, T976) i t ir, nhovm, t h n t !,ho fo i l n-..-in;-
c o n d i t i o n s a rc v a l i d 

;Фуto-A« " 4 [*"-l*\ Unite"**-* ^>f]' 
A-í íMÉ/ 'e - ' fő , A -- íY«£j-< e-'"$ Г *А. 
By using (2.R) wo ßot from (4) the Inverse relation, similar to 
(2.3) 

The solutions of the Dirac equation 

~t4?i Щ 'ir~$$(iL) T(LPj.+m)~$p'm] Ui, 

*yft M = [ГЩ (x) t lpx Цх ,m) Щ(х)] и х 
are classified (ГагояЬпу, I96P) with reopect to the energy PJ/;I 
of asymptotically free nolubi one, which in the H.'IOW «hnn̂ in/; 

Ы 

(7) 
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field limit coincide with (7)« ?bus in the spinor case the classi
fication (1) wi!;h respect to the u g n of the kinetic momentum ^ 
under £ _ —*•*• c© is equivalent to the usual classification. Sin
ce the solutions (7) are orthonormal, we get from ( 6 ) , (2.5) 
that the solutions ( 1 ) , (2) are ort hon o m a l toot 

l* rM/jij -V/ív*''* 
Taking into account (Nikishov, 1969) 

"(01ЯР~Рг г,P.'Mi')*-to-pJ)it'%-/í,)<rti'd£ e "^ 

for the Green functions (1.1.44), (I.2.II), which are constructed 
with the aid of the solutions ( i ) , ( 2 ) , we will get: 

+ «*> e£x. 

• J , 
eex„ 

(9) 

efjf. 

S*(x,x'} = - I Jc (x,x',p.)dp., (») 
- oe> 

+ 00 

Let us calculate the sum in (II) 

Z«,<=^( (И) 
and note that 

Kr 
(13) 

Since 
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one can express (11) through (2.9) by using (1íí), (V3): 

> '-titttn (Vi-))*- Cn cd.)]. oo 
By making th'> substitution of variable S- ü and inter,!'itin. 
over p ond p one can use completely the remits of the pre
ceding section: 

3t(xfx')^- (9(х)+н1)Г-(%)Х<)р 

7 &'(*/) ^%(i,x't$№- eatjjSq/z/z&d?, ( 1 7 ) 

Гс г 
iA(Z,X')=: (&Ш + П1)&а(х,х'). ( 1 ß ) 

Sa(x,x')^ life (z,x',S)ds + 9«L)I fefz,*',s)ds, 

Here fje(X,x\s) co inc ides with the well-known (Pock, 1937; 
Schwinger, 1951) s o l u t i o n of the jUrac equat ion with t he pro
per t i m e : 

Since the d i f f e r e n t i a l pa r t in (P7'(x)-9Z(X)~Ccl:'<l3 i s the 
same as in t he s c a l a r c a s e , a l l the reasons prooving the v a 
l i d i t y of t he r e p r e s e n t a t i o n s ( 1 7 ) , (18) fo r a r b i t r a r y X X ' 
are p e r f e c t l y t h e same. 

тле anticommutator func t ion 

r 
oonstruoted by means of the representations (17), (18) satis
fies the condition (1.1.25), and the Green function 

Sc(xX^(hz)tm)ác(^)t &%х')=1 %(*,*!$№, О*) 
Г' 

satisfies the equation (1.1,45). 
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§4. Combination of a constant field and a plane wave 
field. Solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Birao 

equations 

Let us obtain two complete and orthonormal sets [+fK (x)j 
l- fK('t)j of seraiclassical form solutions of the K-G and Di-
rac equations in the field 

%,w = % + {„(**), ( 1 ) 

where F is a constant and uniform field, moreover the inva-
riants ?^FMF^ and Z^F^F" (F^ = { tj^p F *>) 
do not vanish together, and lb is the isotropic vector (пг=о) 
satisfying the equation Р^П^-ёп^^ &=[№*+ &*-?]*- and 
£(nz) is the transverse plane wave field: n £„,> (nX.) = 

Let us choose the reference frame in which the electric 
and the magnetic fields from r are collinear, then they have 
the same direction as the space part of the propagation vector 
Y\> ; we will choose this direction as tho direction of the 
unit vector (F • 

Kzi 

The solutions of the semlclassical form of the K-G and Dirac 
equations in the field (2) with the vector potential 

Afru £*-(t9o9o,i)9 Жгунхф^ ( 3 ) 

J)ß(x-)=(o,A£(x-)f Az(z-),o) 
are obtained in (Bagrov, Gitman, Jushin, 1976) (see also 

(Borgardt, Karpenko, 1974)). We represent them in the follo-
2^ 

wing form: the solutions of the K-G equation are J 

2) Here and elsewhere we will often omit the matrix indices 

what corresponds to the matrix notation, for example 

A(*-)FR(r„)= A"(x.)F»9K'(x_) 



ю. 

"Л«««»- te)"V,ft,'r,J л ? . ™ ^ ) . ("а) 

and the solutions of the Ilirac equation arc 

(hb) 

YleHI Ú 

т;^д;~ея;(х), fa^-c^ ^»Цт^ 

;К(х.)-±-f'ezp j - fin £}еЛ (tf)T-<dt. 
Неге £ о ^ т are the eigenvalues of operators which яге 
in t eg ra l s оГ the notion, moreover — °°<A. P <+c*> n=0 i > 

• ' * X * 'P ß '"v* * 

The slgnon "-" in (4) correspond to the sipn of the kinotic 

momentum #1 under %_-*-•£ °° (c£>.o). Vie define the Golutions 

(4) аз analytic functions of #.. what is valid itJjfx^) is a 
piecewioe continuous function ano the integral over 7~ conver
ges uniformly. Since we always; sup; use a rather intense decay 
of the plane v/ave under X^r-f °° > these conditions hold. We 
will choose thn principal value of tho logarithmic function in 
the same way as in the preceding sections, that is so that 

tn(jTí_) = Cn lA-l+i7í$(í'\.),Tbfi contours in the integral я over 
T and the arguments Jl- are shown in fig.5. 
The solutions (A) may be expressed through the solutions 

of the other form like in the case we were concerned with the 
electric field only: 

— <*o 
where 

У 
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(6) 
Here the quantum numbers indices f^rl } fitlZ are omitted to 
emphasize the fact that the integral transformations (5), (6) 
are the same both fox the solutions^ of the K-G equation and the 
Dirac equation. The saddle points jC- ~~Z^ give the m.iin con
tribution to the integrals (6) under %0 —*t °° (compare with 
(Narozhny, Nikishov, 1976)). Since the plane wave vanishies from 

~*Р (X) under ̂  -» ± o° the solutions^, (z) reduce to the 
already studied (2.4), (3.7) under XQ-+ ± o=> К Thus ^fp__ (z) 
(~% (1)) from (A) do describe the particle (the antipartiole) 
under Xo~+~°° (Х*-**c*y). The normalizing integrals for the so
lutions (4) do not depend on the Xo and therefore they may be 
evaluated in the same way as the normalizing integrals for the 
solutions (2,1), (3.1): 

(7) 
гг' 

In the electric field the solutions (2.1), (3.1) form a complete 
set : ~fFJ2) if 1C_<0 aná^^nfZ) 1* £. >0 that is for 
the solutions (2.2), (3.2) we have 

i{PpJx)=09 %-<0, ypjx)=o/ £.>o. 00 

The plane wave and the magnetic field are not capable to violate 

this characteristic of the solutions of the semiclassical form, 

therefore we will assume that the solutions (2.2), (3.2) descri

bing the particle under Sc~*-+oo and the antiparticle under 

Xo-+-c0 in the field (2) also satisfy the conditions (8). ;'.e 

could verify this assumption by.straightforward calculations with 

the functions (4), but it is unnecessary at this stage since the 

corresponding proof will be given in the frame of the general 

proof of the completeness of the sets being used, after the Green 

funotions D(XfX
,)i &(х, х') are constructed. To define comple

tely the funotions {^(x)} {t%(X)\ w e w i l 1 u s e * n e relations, 
3) The presence of the magnetic field together with the eleotric 
field results in the substitution (ZT)-* g-'/l^a -• ty n{XM)t 

& G - * 7 A , А-*Лпт= **+ШГ*и*0-€Нг whore b \ i for 
the solutions of the Dirac equation and %*0 for the solutions 
of the K-G equation. 



which arc valid for the complete and orthonormal setf: of solu-
tions 

(9) 
_f(xh+4>(x)6(*l-hyfx)Gf-i-}, Vfr)= KWM'hy&M-i-), 
where *?=-+l for the solutions of the Dirac equation, p = -i 
for the solutions of the IC-f» equation, and the coefficient mat
rices &(*!+)* &*(+!*) satisfy the conditions 

G(tr)6(+lt) + W±l')G(-li:h (**) *I, 

GM0(*l-k !ШЖ1-)=&1ЩМ1'}+ fG(V-)G(-l-) = о. 
I t i s obvious from tue expl ic i t form of the functions (A) that 
the conditions (9) are diagonal at any ra t e with rec-pect to the 
quantum number /?> what maker, i t possible by usinr, (3) and (9) 
to get the solutions of the K-(T equation 

and the solutions of the Dirac equation 

% i „ №l*«X.)[,f(z, 6(+l%hnx f ( i n ) 

Since below we will make sure that the solutions TL [-'/>.) 
form a complete set over the X0- Consi- together with the 
solutions ~<f (*^p ) a n d together with them only, the ortho-
normality relations are valid: 

(*•?-£*» Уг-'Р/пЧх-г'0' (Ур-Р^Х'Уя'р/п'г')^0 ( 1 2 ) 

The orthonormality of the solutions (11) follows even from the 
properties of the coefficients G(~J±.) 0 ° ) b v taking into ac
count (9), (7), (12): 

03) 
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§5« Combination of a constant field and a plane wave 

field. Green functions 

By using the complete se t s of the solut ions of the K-G and 
Dirao equations, which are obtained in Sec.4, we wil l get a l l 
the Green functions for the scalar and the spinor QED, whioh were 
mentioned in 3ec.1 for the f i e ld ( 4 . 1 ) . 

The calculat ion method of the Green functions in t h i s f ie ld 
does not differ from the preceding case . Therefore we wi l l give 
the f i n a l r e s u l t s only: 

S-(x, x')=(<Pfr)+m)A *(z, X';, 

tä*(2,z)=jQ(Z,l',S)cts-0(£lflj9(T,x',S)dS , ( 1 ) 

pC p 

( 2 ) Sc(x,x') = (9(xhm)Äc(xtx'), 
&C(X,X') = J' Q(Xfx\S)dS; 

pc a 

3Л(1,Х')= (?М"п)Да(х,х') , (з) 

Л *(xt г1) = J ? (*.< s)d^ Щ*)\ 9(*>< s>ds> 
Г- Гл 

'ш /\ ~ '1 

(6) 

£7*,х';= (9(x)+m)&-(x,i')f (*) 
íulx,x')~S 9 (*'<s№-*ty,)l№zls)ds-My^ 

"*" С LH Л ^ X (' с \ 

$(х,х') = (9<х)+т)Ьс(х,х% С 5 ; 

$Ч*,Х') = (Р(х)+т)йс(х,хЧ 
¥(*, х') ~Sj(*,x:s)ds-0fy)J Ifazls) -hfo*!s)<tg; 

r »re 

t»>*',*)-[*PlieF„<r'"s}+(141№''!1' 
00 
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сеЛ г 

* i iLePl») - tf(&•£№&- 'irft *'«>/** ̂ j f 

ф(з)= JeA(3LM)[eMx-(uhePcfu)Jdu; Г? = С2*С4-ГС 

and the contour ' ^ see in f i g . 5 . 
The function Q(X,x'tS) s a t i s f i e s , as i t wi l l be shown in 

Sec.6, the Dirac equation with the proper time 

the function ffafXj$) s a t i s f i e s the K-G equation with the 
proper time 

4 / fo x',S) = ~ (9l(x)-m*-)tixtx\s), 
The Green functions for the scalar QED one can obtain from 

0)-(7) by means of the substitutions 

Note also, that the relations (2.25)-(2.27) for the functions 
(1)-(7) in the field (4.1) are valid too. 

The function (7) satisfies the usual conditions over the arbit
rary space-like surface. This verifies completeness of the set 
of the solutions (4.4), (4.9) over the arbitrary space-like sur
face. 

By eliminating the plane wave from (7) we will get the expres
sion obtained by Pock (Pock, 1937). By eliminating the plane 
wave or the constant field from (2) we will get the Schwinger re
sult (Schwinger, 1951). It is also interesting to note, that 

0(p S~(*,x'h e(-y.)S%x')= Щ-)2'(х,х')- 9(^)3+(х,х% 
that is the function $ (X,X') in the field (4»1) is the same 
for the usual QED and for the QED on a null-plane (Rohrlieh,1970; 
Kogut, Soper, 1970; Bjorken, Kogut, Soper, 1971» Neville, Rohr-
lioh, 1971). 

It is easy to represent the expressions (8), (9) in the inva
riant form: 
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ß* i , . .„eFs §^,x;s)=[cxp{jf*6*s}+(n/)je X 

f 
. L-zeFu e dA(nx<ui)d sht&s 1 / ^ т ; 5 ; ; (Ю 
о сш et(ny)J 

(HXrsheSsscneJfs r< * & ' , . 
(1-0 

" £ fy*^eFolk&Fs(y * L(S)) + L фа)}; 
ФО)= ieß(nx(u))[eßCnx(u))+eFifu)ldii; ,с€и 

where Jf is the gauge function of the vector potential 
A.,fr\- i= Í AÜiX-iclx* the integral being taken 
along a straight line. Note, that (\?n_ (Batalin, Pradkin, 1970,/iW/X 
the Green function Sc(Х,х') in the field (4.1) was obtainedrt«*ti 
in the form of a proper time integral of the function which in 
fact coincides with (11). 

To write the Green functions (1)-(7) in the invariant iorm 
one should replace the function g(X,X,S) by the expressions 
(11), (12), and in all the contours £ by £ 

§6. Operator representation of the Green functions 

Let us show that the function $(X,Xt S) ($,3 ) coincides 
with the transformation function L<.Xlezp{iS(ß±m2)} lx' >f 

which for the field (4.2) may be obtained by the Schwinger me
thod (Schwinger, 1951). 

Consider the matrix element 

i*\U(s)\*'>= <*(s)i*'(o)>, Iftsue , CO 
where the operators of momentum Jju and of coordinates X9 sa
tisfy the usual commutation relations: 

and /X'> is the normalized eigenvector of X « '< 
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Let us introduce opratorr: of momentum and coordinates in the 
Heisenberg picture: 
X"(s)= V'faX'UbX X%hXM, X±-X°tX3, X^(otXtXifo)t 

which sa t i s fy the equations 

where (J^ (S) * />„ 1- / ^ (X- (S)), / л (s) = J/ 'l(*)fa l/f5) f tffy % (ф-0 
The function (1) s a t i s f i e s the Schrödinger equation 

and the equations, connecting the operator Jи with i t ' s coor-
d inat e re pre s ont at ion : 

(^~*А£(*))<*(№Ъ)> = <т)19м(&)и'(о)>9 

and also the boundary condition 

Urn £X($))x'(o)>=ő<4)(x-x') (6) 
where one should proceed to the limit along the real axis. 

By solving of theequations (3) we get 

S(s)=e-Ze£s9.(o), (?) 

0 du 

du J J* 
(9) 

and by subs t i tu t ing the oxpresriions/7-9) into the equations ('•') 
we obtain 

zcSs X.-(s)-X-(o)=fe(i-e'4 Vit«», ( 1 0 ) 
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о о CtU' ' 

(1?) 

from v/here corae t he commutation r e l a t i o n s 

tX.K), X.(0)]= lx_(s)t 9.(o)] = [ХЛо),9(о\)^о, 

rx.O),X.<o>).£(e*tet-I)i
 ( 1 3 > 

[Xj. W, Xf(o)]~ L [fa(e ^-ttijH • 
If we write the operators J* №) in terms of coordinates 

Xu(S), Xa(C) with the aid of relations (10)-(12), we will 
get, by using the commutation relations (13) the following 

A. tH^-iiB^-W-WltM*'-)), OÁ) 

where the functions L(s) X.(U) are defined in (5.10). 
One can verify that the following identities are valid: 

4$in*eHs }X l 

fc[- f(b + i(*))2ctfeHs + iyeri(s)+ ?(s)]f
 0 b ) 

where i(S) is defined in (5.11)» and 

oj(!>hexp((eE<i\Le.HZ'i)s} + (j<>^i)fe

ePs

l, (16) 
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Jo du ееч-
By substituting the expressions (15), (16) into (1/j) we will ob
tain the solution of the equation (A): 

<x(s)lx'(o)> = c(z/x')ur{S)expft 2f(y?-y3

z)cl/ie£s -

- * if fa + i(s)fctyHs + LyiFi(ski <fts)-ékfshcfs aneffs)}^ 

where C(X,X') is an arbitrary function of X, X which we will 
determine by satisfying the equations (5) and the boundary con
dition (6): 

C(x»z')*-L7wrel** ( 1 8 ) 

Here the function X under an arbitrary gauge of the vector port 
tential J\ (X) of the constant field is represented ал the in-
tegral along a straight line: X~~J ,A №)<*X which results in 
the expression X — X« + %x in the case of the vector potenti-
als ü fX); .4 (Z). Thrr; wo h,.ve obtained 

%(x,xls)=L<xiexp{is[9z-mz]}lx'>. 09) 
To calculate the radiative corrections it is often conveni

ent to use the operator technique (Schwinger, 1973; Baier, Kat-
kov, Strakhovenko, 1974, 1975). The starting-point of this cal
culation method is the representation of the Green functions as 
matrix elements of an operator, where the states are numbered 
by the space-time coordinates (Hohwinger, 1951) . 

S(x,x') ~<x\S\x'>, 
z « - <*,„ ~л z v (20) 

S~(S4 S« 5^ S* ̂  S T ) . 

Here we v/ill obtain the operators О for the Green functions 
calculated in this paper. Note, that all the obtained Green 
functions have the following structure 

S(z,*9)= (9(х)+гп)Ь(1,х) 
r . ( 2 1) 

** H 
where ß : and// are the given functions and contours, and 

4 i , .. •., 
4) The notation of the operator has here the same indices as the 
corresponding Green function. 
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<}{XtZf$) i s , as i t has-been shown, the matrix element of the 
operator W(S) = €Хр(е5(Рг-тг)} . Then the corresponding ope
r a to r s are 

(22) 

By evaluating ß.'(^) for the obtained here Green functions we 
will get 

&C=ijW(S)dS, (23) 

Лс- ilmyds-fciébf^e^Wtoe-*** V-MI) 
1» {a -» ' (24) 

# . ^№*)* -£/* /^ ( 2 5 ) 
г л ^ а 

FÍS^J^ctf-^/^^^V^'« (26) 

Г а ? -'ТЛХ . ..сГяГ 
Л О. nű /-и. J 
rtt £« 

-A/^Tffe « í í r J W í W I v tf - c.*c»-ri 
The operators (23)-(25) are inverse to the operator -̂  ~m 

and the operators (26)-(29) are orthogonal to it. The operator 

й (23) coincides with the Schwinger representation (Schwinge 
• Л л 

1951) of the inverse operator [9х -ШХУ, ,„i 
The operator A (28) oontains the factor € **• and t he r e 

fore vanishes when eliminating (4*o) the e l e c t r i c f i e l d . ,\r. 
one can represent the operator Д с (24) as Дс :л Дс -Ди' 
then i t coincides when eliminating the e l ec t r i c f ie ld with Д , 
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APPENDIX C. RADIATIVE EFFECTS IN A CONSTANT 
ELBCTitlC FIELD*) 

In Chapter I the rules for writ ting out the matrix elements 
of transitions in Furry picture and the formulae for calculating 
the total probabilities of transitions with the aid of cutting 
the diagrams are given for tha external pair-creating fields. By 
using there formulae we will calculate here the total probabili
ty of the photon irradiation from the vacuum accompanied by crea
tion of pairs and the total probability of transition from a sin
gle-electron state accompanied by the photon irradiation and cre
ation of pairs for a constant electric field. 

• a) The total probability of the photon irradiation 
from the vacuum in the electric field accompanied 

by creation of pairs. 

It follows from tho unitarity condition (1.2.7) that the 
quantity sought, which we will denote by P Is equal to the 
following _ 

L *-
( i ) 

(2) 

Let us calculate the vacuum current M*) (1.2.7) 

By choosing Sc in the form (B.3.22), $** in the form (B.3.I8) 
and using the formulae (B.2.26a) and (I.2.10) we will get the 
representation of the function S c which is convenient for the 
case under consideration. 

tc(*,*'h (Ф(Х)+т)(л/х,х') +МгАг(х,х)), О) 
__ \.S.P,Ga,ir%L£oVU 
*^ The work i s carried out by DJtf.GitmanTy'Schwartsmm iSh.M, and 
Wolfengaut J.J. (Detjt. of Hath. Analysis pedagogical I n s t . , 
634044 Tomsk/USSR) 
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Д • (x,xU! htot* t**'s)ds- Щ-Щ-Ч*)[ lcb)fe (xtx's)*st 

lt(s) = che£5, ttb)*she£s. 
With its aid we will get1* 

át (*>**)xujx,*1) г йг(х,х'). 

It may be ehovra by using the explicit form of the function 
l ,fX,X f ,S) that 9л(х)йА(Х,Х,)'*уК, this yields 

3 c (*) e °/ *=i,-2 a n d that (S€€ f i j . i out«! %i<^.H) 

'Яг« л« 

1* 
-i$-if% Й . » Ф , y/-Ä*-tf. 
The two first terms in (4) vanish when Л-* £ and the lat-
, ter integral may be calculated with the aid of the residue me
thod: 

i ) The notations and definitions of appendix В are used» 
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(5) 

Finally we will get 

Here T is the time interval in the course of which the elec
tric field acts. (We will, as usual, assume lXS(X0-X9)/x*+x *7T 

The expression (5) Is the mean current of particles crea
ted by the electric field from the vacuum» 

In view of the fact that j (X) does not depend on the space-
time variables there is no irradiation of the photons with 

ÍC ФО by the vacuum current 3(X), This leads to the fact that 
the imaginary part of the diagram Z в equal to '*£?<>• There« 
fore it is not necessary to calculate the diagram L, in the 
case under consideration. % 

Consider the calculation of the diagram **, To do so we 
will use the representation of the function 5 following from 
the relations (1.2.30), (B.3.22) and (B.3.I3) 

ft (*> *'h Í bwfe (**'*) - Щ,) J bob l*,*1)**-
pt Сг4Сл 

-КИШИШЬ (Zx's)dS. (SC« f<* i omifyiÚ 
pa 

(7) 

The contours arising here and below are defined by the figures 
(1-6) of the appendix U. 

We will get by calculating the trace, \vhiqh appears in the 
expression (2) for £ the following 

>li&)h(*x%)U(4)U№b), 

file:///vhiqh
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rote , that the expression (8) i e even with respect to X-X 
end substitute Ъ£ (X- X') taken in the form %B (X9- xj^jffa-x') 
into ( 2 ) . "By perforrainß £- . and «1, in tegra t ions in (2) we wi l l 
get 

Z w 3 

-Urn1 ésihjhlilí &,£-л1*'Р /L€ fftfa'H 

л; P-ZtmL ,ю) 

b) The total probability of transition from a 
single-electron state accompanied by the 
photon irradiation and creation of pairs* 

It follows fron the unitarity condition (1.2.8) that the 
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quantity sought, which we will denote by /̂  where £ is the 
total combination of quantum numbers of the initial electron 
in the electric field, the electron being described by the 
asymptotic expressions for the functions . *Рла a -(X) (B.3»I) 
under Г -+ - oo f i a equal to the following: 

< Я- an J 

(и ) 

He *^%C(^x%^)^C(^AM}dxäxf

r ( I 2 ) 

^ * 1Д to/Д WWto-x'yftxydb d'x* 
The diagrams /• and /? do not contribute to rg due to 
the space-time invariance of the current JIX) and the diagram 
£ has been calculated in the item a) of this appendix. 

let us calculate the expression within the curly brackets 
in the integrand in (12). When doing so we will choose the func
tions Sc in the form (6), anó. the functions ^ in the form 
(B.3.I). 

.9jx)b(x,z')]f 

• (A-**Д )^1(х)^М{%(хЫгЫ^(х,sty 

Й» * *"*[&'&)#%') \P%t<P~l(xf)]b (*,*') t 

Bere t* Í £ is the spin quantum number. The functions t x / i j 
are defined in (B.3»3) and depend on the quantum numbers fa Ú f> % 

To do the X. and Xf integrations it is convenient to choo
se the proper time representation for фе(Х-Х*} in the expres
sion for /*f ; 
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Here we have Introduced the photon mass U since the diagram 
M contains an infreared divergence* 

The f inal result has after the integrating the following 
form: 

(13) 

pi ft a f c C§ Pc 

Pe* P + t3mM . ( I 4 ) 

Here we denoted the divergent Integral ef JJZt f* "by «?• 
It may be shown (Hikishov, 1970) that from the conservation law 
for the creation of a pair accompanied by the phcton irradia
tion it follows that the Ky integration may be replaced by 
the íte-integration, so that S is equal t o ^ / * £ - , whe
re £.«/1 - e f a u (see appendix B). By studying the classical 
analogue of the quantity JF«, one can make sure that S is 
the time Interval, In the course of which the field acts, mea
sured in the units of the proper tijme ol an electron in the 
electric field. 
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с) Discussion 

For the pair-creating fields the calculation of the total 
probabilities based ón the unitarity conditions differs in prin
ciple from the case of the fields which do not product pairs. 
This difference is in that one should calculate -he diagrams 
which are subject to cutting with the aid of the noncausal Green 

He 
function S , Therefore it seemed to us to be of importance to 
check the results obtained in this way by the straightforward 
summing of the probabilities of transitions, that is by the 
straightforward calculation of the left-hand sides of the uni
tarity conditions (1.2.7) and (1.2.8). It is convenient to per
form such chenTcinff after a certain transformation of the left-
hand 3ides of the relations,(1.2.7) and (1.2.8). Hamely, let 
us express the functions * V* and "У in terms of the func-
tions+r in accordance with the relations (I.I.4I) and use 
the completeness of the eiU - states. Then 

n 
. I (15) 

S»A«H • " * / ; 

" . * /» 

= / > • 
n,KtA 

il-фг) Ых 

VzW &Шг""*сГ-
*,-9 

(16) 

be equal to zero. Here we have chosen the vacuum current J 
what is valid for the constant electric field. 

We have carried out the straightforward calculation of the 
quantities P and />£ by using the formulae (15) and (16)* 
The results of this calculation coincide with the expressions 
obtained by using the unitarity conditions. This coincidence 
is the direct proof of the unitarity of the S- matrix to the 
first order of the perturbation expansion. 

Rote now, that in (Baler, Katkov, Strakhovenko, 1974; Ritus, 
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the mass operator I978)2* 

for a constant field was obtained» which was then averaged over 
some solutions of the Dirac equation, these solutions were ei-
genfunctions of the mass operator* The result obtained in this 
way has, when only the electric field is present» the following 
form: <м>--ем*клА4> «X* ре Pc (18) 

(M($i,St) i B defined by the formula (14)) 
The expression (18) is in the second-order radiative correc

tion to the scattering of an electron in the electric field» 
which in accordance with the results obtained in Sec.I of Chap
ter I has the form _ 

j У /1 I П IЛИ* 1-Х 

m X 

mit 

m 

/v7 

(19) 
I t 

The vacuum current 3 is equal to zero in the electric field» 
therefore the diagrams n m r l and L should not be considered* 
The diagram f\ mn, can be expressed in the case under conside
ration in terms of < И > in the following way. 

where 

Vna' ft(*)&<**• - i*•«/*/*), 
and C y and иГ(!п1%) were calculated» for instance» In (Niki-
2) We do not touch here the papers related to the calculation 
of the radiative effects in the fields which do not oreat pairs. 
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ehov, 1969; Haroihny, Nikishov, 1976). 
The diagram (, Су was calculated in (Ritus, 1975. I977) 

for a constant field* The result of this calculation for the 
case, when or]у the e lec tr ic f ie ld i s present, i s given by the 
formulae ( 9) where the «?1~ and 3^-- integrations are perfor
med along the contours Pc only. Kote also, that in the elec
t r i c f ie ld L Cp i s , i n accordance with the resul t s of Sec.3 
of Chapter I I , the second order correction to the effective 
Lagranglan for the f ie ld С Ay . 
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